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Introduction
I

n 2010, the CCI Nice Côte d’Azur identified the Smart Grid sector as
strategic for the PACA Region and the businesses of the Côte d’Azur,
as part of its energy action plan financed through the framework agreement between the State-Region-ADEME, Europe and the Conseil
Général of Alpes-Maritimes.
In collaboration with Nice Côte d’Azur Metropolis, the drafting of a charter
to prepare for the "Smart Grid" features required for future buildings in the
different districts in the Plaine du Var Eco-Valley has been defined as a priority area for the region, under the name of the "CONVERGENCE project".
This programme was initiated when the "Smart Grid" programme of
French Riviera Chamber of Commerce and Industry received the support
of Canopea Conseil. In this context, Ken Whittaker organised several project management meetings, during which the industry players and several
institutional representatives helped define the charter and clarified its
objectives.
Subsequently, Eric Morel (Mach & Team) was given the task of drawing
up the charter, based on face-to-face interviews with stakeholders in the
smart grid sector.
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Caution
In introducing this
document, we feel it would
be helpful to share a few
thoughts with the reader to
make it easier to
understand and put it in the
context of future
developments.

This document is intended to be highly practical.
The goal is to help initiate Smart Grid projects, which are often blocked by key stakeholders who only have a partial understanding and who are consequently afraid to get
embroiled in an "adventure" which is difficult to manage.
This document nevertheless is part of our vision for the future development of
Smart Grids.
Sharing this vision is important for today's developments to be as compatible as possible
with future developments so that the systems do not have to be redesigned at every key
evolutionary phase of Smart Grids.
In many cases, we will ask that the recommended solutions allow for future features to be
added.
In this document, we have therefore selected solutions available within the next
3 years.
These solutions are technically compatible with each other and consistent. Regular
updates will be necessary to integrate newly available services and solutions.
This document makes allowance for the arrival of dynamic pricing for electricity.
Dynamic pricing systems, due for introduction in France around 2016, are an essential
condition for deploying certain recommendations as they will enable such systems to
achieve profitability.
This document does not include the economic validation of proposals.
This will be a mandatory requirement for any implementation. Nevertheless, we have not
recommended solutions which are known to be unprofitable.
We have chosen to keep an open mind in this document.
We have taken the decision not to specify any specific technical standard at this stage,
for example for data formats or data exchange such as demand response, for communication between the charging stations and electric vehicles.
When we get to the stage of producing precise specifications for the district, this will be
a different matter.
This charter, with its limited scope, should be considered as part of the bigger
picture: that of the Smart City.
One of the issues for Smart Grids is to free up the silos historically created in the energy
world. We must take care not to create new silos: such as Smart Grids within a Smart
City. We will be careful to mention whenever necessary the open access and interfaces
needed to allow Smart Grids to be integrated into the wider environment.
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Summary
This charter for a Smart
Grid functional
architecture in an ecodistrict in the Plaine du
Var does not see an ecodistrict as a collection of
intelligent or
communicating objects,
such as buildings or a
street lighting system,
operating within a Smart
Grid. The district itself, or
an entity or comparable
structure (block, town,
urban area), has a
specific identity in the
eyes of a Smart Grid,
which this charter will try
to define.

T

he "Smart Grid" functional architecture charter for an eco-district in the Plaine du Var,
will not therefore be restricted to listing its features and specifying some of its characteristics which are considered indispensable for efficiently connecting the district
to a Smart Grid. It integrates the eco-district within an urban area and takes this environment into consideration. Consequently, the charter looks at the way the district's
energy dimension integrates into the overall energy ecosystem.
The design process for managing the energy of an eco-district in the Plaine de Var, therefore follows a 4 stage top-down process:

1. Defining the district’s energy policy.
This policy is not necessarily restricted to the district. It may involve decisions taken at a
higher level: a town, a city, or even a county. At this stage, as for the following three, the
involvement of local government is important. This charter, in its current version, can only
point to different areas of investigation. The financial issues (Phase 2 of the Charter) must
be validated in order to make the final choices.

2. Deciding on shared infrastructures between Smart Grid
applications or even with applications for Smart Cities.
Here again, some infrastructures can be shared beyond the district, mainly those for district
heating & cooling networks, and telecom networks. These choices must be thought through
carefully. Phased deployment is then possible, starting with deployment in a specific district.
Care must be made to specify upgradeable facilities.
The energy mix and shared infrastructures are not always independent choices. It is often
necessary to feed into an iterative decision-making process, taking note of the impact of
choices on the energy mix on shared infrastructures and vice-versa.

3. Deciding on the energy management structure for the
district.
Managing the eco-district is a key factor in the emergence of Smart Grids in urban centres. Its precise definition will highlight the need to work with new stakeholders and
management tools. Solutions are developing very rapidly in this field and we have been
careful to start off with specifications which use future solutions while still ensuring feasibility within the project's timeline.
Our recommendations will only be fully validated once the different associated business
models have been confirmed (Phase 2 of the Charter).

4. Description of the key characteristics of the different energy
features deployed in the district.
According to the process, this charter will try to describe the decisions to be made and
implemented to create a "Smart Grid ready" eco-district in the Plaine du Var i.e. to equip
the district in order to ensure the optimal management of energy performance and an optimal balancing of energy flows in the district, especially during peak demand or when there
is a peak in electricity generation from the decentralised installations.
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1. Why install Smart Grids?
In simple terms, Smart Grids (or intelligent electricity networks) are the convergence of New Information and
Communication Technologies (NICT) and the electricity distribution networks.
A Smart Grid is therefore an evolution in the electricity distribution network, where the management is strengthened,
enhanced and improved in order to achieve greater energy
and economic efficiency. In this definition, the network is used
in the widest sense of the term; in this concept, we include
the idea of generation units which supply it, the electricity storage units, of any type whatsoever, and the terminal nodes
belonging to private consumers.
Consequently, a Smart Grid also leads to:
• Reduced infrastructure costs for electricity generation and
distribution
• Reduced overall costs for the end-users’ energy bills
• Reduced CO2 emissions and the large-scale integration of
renewable and decentralised energies

In an eco-district, two types of measures contribute to this
goal:
• passive energy-efficiency measures target the best energy
performances of traditional passive systems and buildings:
for example, the direction a building faces, improving insulation or developments in lighting technologies can be
considered as part of these measures
• active energy-efficiency measures, due to better system
management: e.g. slaving lighting in an area to the luminosity and the presence of people in this area, slaving the
heating to outside temperatures …
These management measures can be managed automatically and directly by on-site systems or “manually", i.e. by a
building’s occupants, by learned behaviour or from information provided to them.
Only active energy efficiency measures which require the
convergence of NTIC and electricity distribution networks are
included in this charter. Nevertheless, in many cases, the
choice of technologies and systems used can affect their
manageability.

• Improvements in the quality of supply and service
• Improvements in network maintenance (in the widest possible sense) by more targeted and, whenever possible,
preventive maintenance.
The rise of Smart Grids is neither down to accident nor
fashion; Smart Grids are an answer to the economic challenges, as well as the need to adapt power grids to the
technological or regulatory developments in order to enhance
energy efficiency and availability. The main objectives sought
in developing Smart Grids are:

In this document, we will therefore highlight, whenever necessary, the passive elements which have a strong impact on the
outcome of network management.
Key point
The building and technologies used condition the
results of managing the electrical networks. For
example a building with a high thermal inertia will lead
to longer load shedding for heating or cooling during
peak demand, since it will de facto restrict the
temperature curve.

a. Using "less" energy
This goal is above all an Energy Management objective, a
concern at both the national and European level, which represents one of the goals of the European Commission's
energy-climate package adopted on 23 January 2008, targeting a 20% energy reduction by 2020, all things being equal
(electrical consumption may be increased in the future but in
smaller proportions than it would have been without achieving
this result).
Côte d’Azur Smart Grid Charter: Solutions for developing and Innovative eco-district
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Key point
With energy efficiency, a solution can be assessed
generally through its passive and active dimensions.
The active dimension is often simply an add-on to the
passive dimension.

b. Using energy more "efficiently"
This goal, which targets both environmental and economic
issues, can be divided into two sub-goals:
• Develop renewable energy sources
This goal is very widely dictated by political will and European
and national legislation. Increasing the renewable energy
share in the European energy mix to 20% is also an objective
of the European Commission’s energy-climate plan mentioned above. The Grenelle II law strengthens this target and has
already increased this share to 23% in France in the national
action plan for 2009-2020.
• Reduce the electricity peak load.

Comment
Behind this common term, used in this document, hides
a more complex reality. The real issues are not only
reducing the peak load but reducing the difference
between generated, available energy and energy used
and reducing the maximum electricity load of the
district in the RTE- ERDF networks.
The achievement of this goal is essential in the Nice region.
Located at the "end of the line", with a shortfall in local generation capacity, it is extremely vulnerable to the network's
peak load and the risk of black outs that are both unacceptable for the local economy and costly.
This reduction aims first of all to ensure power supply by avoiding peak loads that exceed generation or network
capacities, and also by increasing safety in the district by
load-shedding on non-critical uses to avoid a total black-out.
This has an economic advantage as it reduces the need to
invest in peak power plants and reduces the size of the electricity grid accordingly, and therefore the associated
investments. Finally, it has an ecological impact as it reduces
the need for high carbon emitting generation facilities such as
oil plants used during peak demand.
The key to this issue is balancing the electricity load and
generation profiles.
In order to optimise the balance between the energy produced and available and the energy used, several measures are
possible: postponing demand, load-shedding, or simply
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reducing the intensity of energy use for certain appliances
during peak periods, by not running energy consuming processes simultaneously.
However, local generation sources can also contribute to this
objective, either directly, by taking over from the electricity distribution network during peak periods, or by using power
storage facilities, which release energy during the peak
period.
Gas should be considered as a priority as it can be used to
supply power plants and is easily stored. Furthermore, it can
itself be produced with techniques that have many advantages for sustainable development in an urban setting.
All of these mechanisms that contribute to this objective can
be listed under various terms: "demand response", "peak
levelling", "peak load balancing" and "peak shaving".
In any given area, these mechanisms require, at the very
least:
• Measuring and aggregating the different levels of energy
consumption in order to compare the effective generation
levels and the transmission capabilities of the different networks
• Planning the network constraints at regular intervals (10 to
30 minutes, a few hours, one or more days) and the expected generation in the coming hours and to measure the
effective generation levels in order to manage the discrepancies compared to expected levels
• Planning network constraints at regular intervals (10 to 30
minutes), the generation and demand levels and to take the
necessary measures to reduce demand when peaks are
expected.
As mentioned above, some of these services are available as
dynamic or semi-operated systems (requiring human intervention) or solutions which require the contribution of building
occupants or, more usually, users of the different applications
within the buildings or public urban areas.
These mechanisms are based on two thresholds:
• A normal threshold beyond which preventive measures
are activated to supply the peak demand in total safety.
Many stakeholders may be able to play a role at this level:
we will list them below.

• An emergency threshold, reached when the previous
measures have not produced the expected results, beyond
which exceptional measures are activated to avoid grid destabilisation within a very short time-frame (a few minutes).
In the Plaine du Var, the measures related to this threshold
are the responsibility of RTE which frequently relies on
ERDF; indeed ERDF plays an important roe in managing the
local peak load and the constraints of the distribution network.

c. Developing of new uses and systems
The four principles are:
• The electric vehicle which requires physical adaptations
to the network as well as management since its impact on
the power grid has not been considered, its development
is likely to accentuate the peak demand: many private users
will most likely recharge their car when they return home
after work, which is a peak period. In the distant future, batteries may also be used to store energy in extreme cases.
• Decentralised power generation needs a network that
has been physically designed to receive energy flows that
are generated and not consumed, equipped to handle the
constraints related to intermittent loads as well as the lack
of flexibility for these power injections and managed so that
this energy is always consumed as close as possible to its
source. A potential source destabilisation, the physical
connection for these generation sources must be designed
in collaboration with the power grid operator.
• Energy storage has the ability to be both a generator and
a consumer of power, and is therefore able to regulate the
local energy flows. In the context of an eco-district in the
Plaine du Var, the storage of electricity and syngas is worth
considering.
• Power generation using intermittent and fatal power
sources, such as solar or wind power (i.e. cannot be modulated and inflexible, unlike thermal generation or hydraulic
power) make it more complex to match load to capacity: it
is no longer a question of just adapting to variations in
demand but also and simultaneously to those for generation. We often consider that the network management
system can no longer retain its traditional structure when
intermittent generation sources reach 20% to 25% of total
generation.
The scope of Smart Grids used in this charter covers all the
measures for managing the power grid, and decentralised
generation and storage, required to reach the objectives that
we have just defined.

Measures such as "Smart Grids" are not the only ones required to meet these objectives. They have a significant role to
play but must be associated with other measures, managed
in conjunction.
The following diagram lists all the measures needed to
manage energy challenges and defines the scope reserved
for Smart Grids.
Comment
Reducing peak load is mainly down to managing the
power grid (both technical and financial management,
but also influencing behaviour through a better
understanding of the issues) and therefore Smart Grids.
Key point
Demand Side Management (DSM) is as much down to
the characteristics of the building construction as
managing the power grid. In the South of France, and
especially in the Nice region, the building
characteristics can, and will increasingly reduce the
impact of the expected performance of managing
networks for DSM.

Extension of Smart Grids to other utilities
Similar requirements for demand side management and optimising needs are gradually developing for the supply of water
and gas, without always needing to manage critical supply
limits.
For water and gas, the objective of "reduced consumption"
can be met by solutions from comparative mechanisms as
those used for managing electricity. The objective of 'using
energy more efficiency' is not valid. The same is true for district heating and cooling networks.
For water, Smart Grids also have an active role of displaying
flows and flow rates and actively detecting leaks. Leaks in the
domestic drinking water network represents on average 25%
of consumption in France, 40% in some areas. The target for
a well-managed network is 15%.
Two different networks can complement each other and must
therefore be connected to be managed consistently.
In buildings, the thermal features are interdependent, for
example occupation rates,ventilation or blinds. Managing
urban networks and electricity is therefore, in turn, interdependent.
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Using natural gas can eliminate potential constraints in the
peak load either by being able to generate electricity during
the peak period, using the town gas network or stored syngas, or by affecting electricity consumption, i.e. by using
hybrid electricity/gas heat pumps.

Key point
The idea of Smart Grids introduced above, therefore
extends to supply networks of water, gas, heat and air
conditioning.

These needs are met by solutions combining measure and
control, which also have developed from the convergence of
communication with water and gas networks.

ENERGY ISSUES

PARALLEL, COMPLEMENTARY
MEASURES TO SMART GRIDS

FIELD OF SMART GRIDS

Passive energy efficiency
Consumer behaviour
Energy efficiency
Using "less" energy

Data and display
systems for end customers
Real power efficiency

Integrating decentralised
and intermittent energy
generation sources

Physically adapting the power
grid
Adapting power grid
management

Reducing peak demand
More efficient energy use

Demand load adjustment
Flattening peak demand
Load shedding…

Physically adapting the power
grid
Integrating new uses

New control features
Physically adapting the power
grid
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2. Smart Grid stakeholders

What are their challenges?

The roles of Smart Grid stakeholders have been made extremely
complex by the diversity and sheer number of stakeholders involved, and sometimes by the profound level of changes some of
them need to make in order to adapt to the consequences of the
arrival of Smart Grids on their organisation or business.
In order to understand the behaviour of each stakeholder in dealing
with Smart Grids, it is useful to share their main challenges or interests:

Furthermore, most end customers are ready to opt for Smart
Grids if they can see a financial benefit. While many may be
willing, if they are informed, to adapt some of their behaviour
patterns, most are not currently interested in spending time on
managing their energy consumption, except for short-term experimental programmes.
End users only accept a perceptible drop in their comfort levels
in limited and exceptional circumstances. In general, they are
not willing to accept any hardship or sacrifice.

• Challenges or interests related to their business or profession
• Requirement to be compliant with regulation
• Financial challenges or interests aimed at getting maximum profits
from the Smart Grids for the most aggressive companies, or not
losing money for the others.

a. Stakeholders directly involved in the
eco-district in the Plaine du Var
The customer

For this reason, even if they use it very rarely, they want to
keep ultimate control of their installation and will willingly accept
any measure which doesn't affect their day to day comfort,
especially if their bill is smaller.
Key point
The much-vaunted concept of a consumer activist, has
in reality much lower acceptance levels. A consumer
really can become an activist, promoting
environmentally friendly behaviour, but they need to be
able to see the benefits for them… Otherwise their
behaviour is likely to be more passive.

The end customer is mainly interested in the deployment of
Smart Grids in order to reduce his energy bill.
The distribution network operator: ErDF
At a secondary level, just as important, but less visible, there
are two other benefits:
1/ security of supply is enhanced, especially in vulnerable
regions such as PACA and Brittany
2/ the customer will have a precise picture of his electricity
consumption, so that he can assess deviation from forecasts, in particular due to equipment malfunctions and
behavioural patterns.
Finally, we observe among some customer categories, a developing environmental conscience. This conscience makes
these customers predisposed to invest or use energy management solutions or pay attention to the energy consuming
behaviour patterns. Recently these changes in end users'
energy awareness have given rise to new behaviours with respect to production and a growing interest in the idea of energy
autonomy. Development could be rapid in this area.

In France, any distribution network operator operates under
license granted by the local authorities, the network owners.
The main role of the distribution company is inherent to its
business: providing grid access to everyone without discrimination; guaranteeing service continuity for all connected
customers and maintaining a high quality of power supply
(compliance with voltage range, frequencies, etc.) To do this,
the distribution company is constantly investing in order to
develop, modernize, automate and safeguard the lines to
cope with weather hazards and the growing development of
decentralized renewable energy generation.
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It should nevertheless be noted that the role of the distribution
company was, until recently limited to managing peak loads.
With the emergence of Smart Grid technologies, the development of the Renewable Energies and the search for greater
energy efficiency, that challenges of the distribution network
operators are evolving toward three new roles:

The energy supplier

• Managing the local electrical system to meet the rise of bidirectional flows, intermittent production sources and new
uses (such as electric vehicles with alternation possible in
the charging and re-injection phases of the energy stored
in batteries)

Mid-way between two objectives, many suppliers will target
the position of the aggregator as a priority.

• Market facilitator (energy markets, balancing and capacity
mechanisms), especially for new players (decentralised generators, aggregators)
• Managing energy data to handle the growing volumes of
data available and requirements (metering and flow data,
aggregated at different microgrids, economic optimisation of
certain measures depending on the season and the load level
at the different delivery points, accessing dynamic pricing…).
The gas distribution network operator: GrDF
In the Nice region, GrDF has the same public service roles as
its electricity counterpart. It operates via the public service
delegation granted by the local authorities. In addition, today
GrDF provides standard and identical quality of gas throughout the network, despite the rise in new gas production
solutions, such as biogas, methanation, green algae or syngas.
The energy generator
The major national power generators have no specific stakes
in an eco-district such as the one in the Plaine du Var. The
same is not true for any potential local investor or generator
whose generation capacity would supply the eco-district area
in the Plaine du Var as a priority.
The main challenges for such a generator are financial: depreciating its investment, i.e. generating the maximum amount
of power by improving its efficiency and guaranteeing the sale
of its generated power.
The physical flows and financial flows for a local power generator should be treated separately.
At the physical level, the energy generated locally should be
used as locally as possible and therefore, in the eco-district
as a priority, in order to minimise electricity transmission infrastructure.
At the financial level, the local generators must be as free as
possible to sell all or part of the production on the market
based on the current market conditions. This will require a
statutory exemption.
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In a deregulated energy market, the main challenge for an
energy supplier is to develop is customer base. Its retail supply price is therefore an essential asset, but the services that
it provides to its customers are also important.

It also optimises its energy supply to provide security of supply and prices levels. To do this, it needs to be able to
forecast demand effectively. On this point, its interaction with
the district will be very important.
The aggregator
The aggregator is a stakeholder who acts as an intermediary between the transmission and distribution network operators, the
decentralised generators and the consumers. This intermediary,
or even coordination role, is key for large consumers, manufacturers and large businesses for example. It also acts as a
'bundler' for small customers; it helps to manage the customer
scattering, which by bundling their consumption together, can be
used in peak shaving mechanisms or more generally in load
management.
There are two kinds of aggregators: technical and financial aggregators
By combining the effects of a decentralised generation and possible electricity storage capabilities and balancing the energy
consumption of its customers, the technical aggregator reduces
demand during peak load and therefore prevents either overloading the grid or having very costly surplus generation.
It is active on the balancing market which the grid operator uses
to manage the real time network equilibrium.
Notably in a context where electricity prices change over short
periods, the financial aggregator uses the same parameters as
before to optimise its customers’ electricity bills.
Key point
In the case of the Nice urban area and the eco-district
of the Plaine du Var, peak shaving and therefore the role
of the technical aggregator are key in the local context.

The property developer
The property developer invests in a building. It subcontracts
the design and basically wants to sell a building which meets
building regulations and an asset which will sell or rent as
quickly as possible.
To achieve this, it seeks to avoid any surcharge which cannot
be passed on. This sets its position in dealing with the potential additional investments required to be "Smart Grid Ready".
Very often, the profitability of the agreed surcharges or the
energy management system to make a building or a district
more energy efficient can be justified by operational gains and
mainly by energy savings. In properties, this is now rarely
consistent with property developers’ sales pitches and with
consumers' criteria for buying or renting.
There are three possibilities for making sure that such an
investment is profitable, and all are equally difficult to implement. But they are the only way to secure the necessary
investments for a Smart Grid district:
• The developer invests and its sales pitch is convincing
enough, to have a proven impact on the buyers or potential
tenants, so that they accept a higher sales price or rent in
view of future savings to be made. This is the growing trust
in the green value of the property which we are increasing
seeing. This solution requires customers to have sufficient
trust in the sales pitch and the developer to accept a higher
purchase price or rent
• The developer invests and is subsequently repaid, by regular fixed payments from buyers or tenants, according to a
principle of sharing the value of the energy savings. This
solution requires the acceptance of a fragmented energy
bill, which is therefore less understandable that current
norm: electricity bill + amount reassigned to the developer
as part of an additional investment + utility charges
• Where the developer invests in compensation solutions for
reactive power, it would be interesting to see if the cost of
connecting the building to the energy network is less costly
by factoring in the shared profits of such a solution.

to achieve consistency and cross functionality between the
different buildings and that certain features must be pooled in
the district. The same is true for the common services in the
district: street lighting, vehicle charging stations, storage, etc.
It is therefore imperative that common rules and characteristics are applied across all buildings and pooled functions.
The urban developer must not only define them but also
create the conditions for these rules and characteristics to be
acceptable to investors.
This role is therefore fundamental and will condition the speed
at which the towns of tomorrow emerge.
Local government
Local authorities are extremely important stakeholders in the
emergence of "Smart Grid ready" districts. It is they who
decide or encourage the pooling of utilities and services (Telecom networks, district heating and cooling) in order to
promote an infrastructure which encourages the development
of Smart Grids and more generally Smart Cities, therefore
performing a key role in stabilising the energy mix but also in
stabilising the region.
They have a central role in developing the energy management of a district or a town: we will discuss this in more detail
below.
Energy services provider
It is sometimes possible to handle energy efficiency and peak
shaving operations dynamically. But they also sometimes
require human intervention for monitoring, coordination, data
handling or reaction.
For economic or environmental reasons, end users, large
manufacturers and owners of office buildings can call on service providers to carry out the necessary measures on their
behalf, and manage their energy consumption.
These service providers already exist for key accounts; they
should extend their services to SMEs, small office buildings
and end users.

Urban Developer
In deploying a "Smart Grid ready" district, the urban developer takes on an additional but key role: it must define and
check the district's compliance with the features and specifications necessary to guarantee a result.
A group of "Smart Grid ready" buildings is not a "Smart Grid
ready district". We will see that it is necessary

b. Stakeholders indirectly involved in the ecodistrict in the Plaine du Var
The Transmission grid operator (RTE)
It is an indirect stakeholder to consider as it is the originator
of balancing and peak shaving programmes. The aggregators
and other Balancing Responsible companies interact with it.
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3. The French regulatory
and standard context

This charter sits within a general European (see Appendix 1)
and French (see Appendix 2) regulatory context for Smart
Grids which aim to encourage the emergence of renewable
energies and Smart Grids as well as enhanced energy efficiency.
Furthermore, each application examined in this charter is subject to a specific European and national regulation that we will
not discuss at this stage, but will be mentioned when dealing
with recommendations for each application whenever there
is a significant impact on proposed solutions.

a. The specific regulatory context:
statutory requirements
The RT 2012 (see details in Appendix 3) is the new French
thermal regulation which came into effect on 28 October
2011 for all homes located in an ANRU area (National Agency
for Urban Renewal) as well as in buildings for establishments
responsible for teaching and looking after small children.
Other buildings will be progressively concerned by this regulation between the last quarter of
2012 and the first quarter of 2013.
It marks a significant break from the previous French regulation.

But beware! The true value of the target maximum
consumption for a building depends on many factors
just like its location and use. In Nice, the threshold will
most likely be frequently lower than 50kWhpe/year/m2.
• A comfort level requirement in summer restricting the indoor
temperature reached over a period of five consecutive hot
days.
As the graphic below demonstrates, these requirements
make the RT 2012 a structuring step in the reduction of the
maximum energy consumption in buildings. The key figures
below are the maximum energy consumption for the five uses
listed above in kWhpe/year/m².
200

190
150

150

100

Primarily, it demands three performance requirements:

50

50

• A minimum energy efficiency for the building. This requirement factors in the design and insulation quality of the
building and requires the restriction of similar energy needs
in lighting, heating and air conditioning
• A requirement for maximum primary energy consumption
for five uses: heating, air conditioning, domestic hot water,
lighting and auxiliary services (ventilation being the main auxiliary service).
The average threshold is set at 50
kWhpe/year/m²

<0

0
■ RT 2000

■ RT 2005

■ RT 2012

■ RT 2020

In addition to these performance requirements, there are
resource requirements, for example, there is:
• A minimum surface area for bay windows (equal to at least
1/6th of the wall area)
• The use of renewable energies for individual houses.
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In order to understand the momentum in which the thermal
regulation sits, below is the statutory timetable proposed in
the French "roadmap for positive energy buildings and blocks
with a minimum carbon footprint":
• By 2015-2016: an HPE 2016 label will extend the concept
of BEPOS (Positive Energy Building) to specific electricity
uses and the positive energy concept will be extended to a
district.

• Developing local generation through renewable energies.
We note that the RT 2012 regulation makes previous labels
such as THPE, HPE or BBC obsolete. It is highly likely that
new versions of these labels will be produced in the near
future.

An entity (building, urban block or district) is said to be energy
positive, when on average it produces more energy than it
consumes.
• By 2020: the RT 2020 will make the HPE2016 label requirement mandatory.
• By 2025: a HPE 2025 label will extend the concept of
BEPOS to all the energy uses within the building, urban
block or district.

b. The specific regulatory context:
measures encouraged
Labels give incentives to go beyond the statutory requirements and foreshadow future requirements. This is the case
for the Effinergie+ label which proposes three additional requirements compared to the RT2012 :
• The maximum primary energy consumption for the five uses
of the RT2012 must be reduced to 40 kWhpe/year/m².
More specifically the Effinergie+ label proposes a performance target 20% lower that that set by the RT2012.
• The involvement of end users across all their energy uses
(and not only the five main features) and developing their
awareness of the high levels of energy consumed in private
uses (audio/video, IT, fridge/freezers) is mandatory
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4. Smart Grid districts in detail
a. Before thinking about Smart Grids,
let’s think about energy strategy
The first structuring phase to develop the "energy" section of
specifications for an eco-district in the Plaine du Var is to
draw up the energy strategy. This involves giving the contractor/developer directions in terms of energy mix, i.e., breaking
down the different primary energy sources available for generating different secondary energy vectors which meet the
needs of the eco-district
Although the energy mix is not part of the "Smart Grid" specifications as such, it has a strong influence on the
performances and capabilities for managing the energy in the
eco-district.

Adapting to local conditions
It seems obvious that the energy mix should only include
those energy sources present and available locally in economically viable conditions.
The energy mix must also factor in the space available in the
eco-district for locating electricity generation units for the chosen energies.
The energy sources available in the Plaine du Var which can
be considered as part of this charter are as follows:
Both thermal and PV solar power, which has very high
potential in the Nice region.

Recommandation
Rather than remarking in hindsight on the constraints
imposed by the choice of energies, it seems essential
to consider this question upfront.
Deciding the energy mix for a district can refer to a more
general framework:
• The national energy mix is chosen to guarantee pricing,
security of supply, service continuity and upgradability
conditions based on changing needs.
• The energy mix of the urban area or the Smart City, chosen
to promote the development of energies whose profitability
is only achievable by generators supplying a large enough
area, goes beyond the scale of simple districts.
While taking into account the above-mentioned context, the
energy mix for the eco-district must consider two objectives:

The solar energy
potential*
In kWh/m2/year)
Less than 1,220
1,220 to 1,350
1,350 to 1,490
1,490 to 1,620
1620 to 1,760
> 1,760

* Value of solar radiation collected on a tilt
angle equal to the latitude and facing south

Source : ADEME
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Wind power for micro wind turbines (a study of local wind
conditions in the Plaine du Var will be necessary to validate this
energy source since, in general the Nice region does not have
a very high wind power potential).

Biomass as fuel in a heat generation plant, for example. The
Alpes-Maritimes County has a stock and is a significant producer. It is nevertheless necessary to validate the economic
value of this solution as the production cost is high, given the
low accessibility to sources.
Match the generation and the load profile as closely
as possible
Achieving this target is as much down to "demand shaving"
in order to cancel out temporary variations in consumption as
adapting the generation load profile. But beware, the generation profile varies from one season to the next or between
a weekday and the week-end. It is therefore indeed "only" a
matter of reducing the gap between generation and demand.
The contribution of different sources of electricity generation in
building the generation profile depends on the specific characteristics of each generation technology.

Plain

Coast

Hills

Wind energy potential in France
Average wind speed by region in W for a m2 of vertical section.
50m from the ground. (Source Ademe)

Groundwater geothermal (a forthcoming report from
Bureau de Recherches Géologiques et Minières (BRGM) will
determine the exact potential of this technology).
Sea water can be used in districts close to the coast such
as Grand Arenas, for water-water heat pumps.
Grey water networks for water-water heat pumps.
Air source heat pumps, a widely used solution due to the
ease of implementation, has lower energy performances to
water source heat pumps, especially for cooling (50% of
needs in the Côte d’Azur).
Gas, used in various forms: natural or biomethane gas produced locally. This potential local production has the
advantage of providing a recycling use for water treatments
plants (regulatory approval is expected shortly); it uses available renewable resources and can be easily integrated in an
overall Smart City plan. As we have already mentioned, gas
can either fuel the power plants for decentralised generation
or be stored or used naturally using known processes.

Some technologies provide a continuous or largely invariable
generation over one or more days (for example biomass or
groundwater geothermal power) unlike other sources which
produce intermittent power (e.g., solar PV or wind power). By
combination these technologies within the energy mix the
generation can be modulated depending on the hour of the
day.
On the other hand, with some technologies, the electricity generation level can be adjusted, by increasing or decreasing the
output. This ability gives additional possibilities for refining the
daily generation profile and varying the profile from one season
to another.
Key point
By carefully selecting the energy mix, the security of
supply can be enhanced and the energy cost controlled
while reducing the costs for storing energy or managing
the electrical ecosystem at the local level to stabilise
generation and demand.
By deciding on the energy mix at the same time as the next
step of pooling infrastructures an overall diagram of energy
flows within the district can be produced.
For eco-districts in the Plaine du Var, this charter is not designed to replace the specific studies necessary to determine
the energy mix, however it can highlight the issues and the
methodology to follow to achieve optimal results.
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The overlapping interests at the national level, those of the
urban area and the eco-district, dictate a strong involvement
of both city/ town local government in deciding the energy
mix of an eco-district.
For example, in order to clearly illustrate our argument and
produce a diagram with credible (albeit not validated) principles for an eco-district in the Plaine du Var, we have made the
following assumptions:
Assumption 1

• or using solar thermal energy (STE) (70% of demand)
topped up by injections from electrical grid (30% of
demand).
The uses not covered by district heating will be supplied by
electricity.
This electricity may be produced locally by plants which may
or may not have access to renewable energies. It can also
be provided by the current distribution network.
It will also be possible to use the two supply methods in
parallel.

The thermal system applications of the district will, in
the first option be provided by a cooling/heating
network via a CCHP (Combined Cooling, Heat and
Power) plant and in a second option, by water source
heat pumps (100% electrical or a hybrid of
electricity/gas) coupled to a natural low temperature
source (grey water, sea water or groundwater
geothermal).

Assumption 3
In the Plaine du Var, it is worth considering sources of
PV solar generation, topped up if necessary by the
above-mentioned CCHP. In a more general context, it
could be very beneficial to share a syngas-biogas plant
between several districts, in order to recycle waste at
the same time as topping up the electricity generation
and energy storage.

Assumption 2
We will select two competitive methods of domestic hot
water production:
• either via a district heating network (if its use is
confirmed)

Heating

Sea water, grey water
geothermal circuit

Heat pump
6.9MWpe

Air-conditioning

Solar Thermal Energy

0.65MW feu

Domestic hot water

1.4MW

0.28MW feu

Lighting

Ventilation

PV solar

Electricity grid

2.8MW feu

7.58 MW feu

Electricity

Storage

8.7MW foe

Private uses

Electric vehicle charging
stations

Street lighting
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As part of "autonomous" or semi-autonomous generation of thermal energy using a heat pump fuelled by
sea-water or geothermal ground water district heating systems, the energy mix becomes:

Heating
CCHP

Biomass/others

[5.5-7.4]MW feu

2MW

Air-conditioning

Solar Thermal Energy

DHW: option 1

[0-0.65]MW feu DHW: option 2

Domestic hot water
(DHW)

[0-0.28]MW foe

Lighting

Ventilation

PV solar

Electricity grid

[3.5-2,8]MW foe

[3.48-4.18]MW feu

Electricity

Storage

8.7MW feu

Private uses

Electric vehicle charging
stations

Street lighting

For a district heating network via a CCHP plant, the energy
mix is as follows depending on whether the domestic hot
water is supplied by a district network (Option 1) or by a STE
installation (Option 2). The figures which are provided for information come from the example of Nice Meridia.
In terms of the Smart Grid profile, these energy mixes have
certain advantages:
• A local generation profile which is only around 25% reliant
on intermittent sources
• Therefore less dependent on storage
• A simplified overall management thanks to pooled
resources (see below).

b. Before thinking about Smart Grids,
let’s think about Smart Cities and
shared infrastructures
In general, it is important that Smart Grids are designed in the
wider context of regional or urban (city or town) development,
so that the Smart Grid system applications will coexist with
many other services or systems (e.g. public transport, public
order, health). Smart Grids are not independent subsets of a
Smart City. They must be connected to all the other urban
services.
For the pertinence of the overall Smart City approach, the
coexistence, consistency and compatibility of the different
solutions must be considered in the same way as all the other
infrastructure elements which could be shared by these solutions or services in order to reduce or share the costs.
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Examining the economic and functional possibilities for shared infrastructures, is the second key phase in the
methodology that we propose for designing a "Smart Grid
ready" eco-district. This phase is part of a vision of a Smart
City where all the applications are fully connected and open
(which doesn't mean freely available).
In a "Smart Grid ready" eco-district, at least four infrastructures must be shared:
Sharing communication infrastructure
One of the main infrastructures necessary for Smart Grids and Smart Cities - is telecommunication. A permanently
connected broadband infrastructure is necessary to manage
the system elements and uses of electricity described in this
charter.
Generally, this infrastructure is pooled and shared between
the Smart Grids and all the other services in the district: internet access, data services for users and residents of the
district, social services (services for senior residents, home
hospitalisation), urban services (public transport, surveillance
cameras).
Given these needs, a fibre optic network connecting all the
communicating objects together seems to be a priority solution to consider. It could be supplemented by a 4G coverage,
which may be useful for some applications (to be confirmed)
and a few point to point links using other technologies such
as PLC or wireless technologies.
Key point
A very fast broadband communication network will
connect the district; all the applications, including those
for the Smart Grid, will be connected to it.
The choice of a fibre optic cable is worth considering
by the Nice city authorities as an aspect of urban
development.
The investment in such a fibre optic network can be borne by
a telecommunications provider. The investment will be depreciated across the different usages of the telecom network,
which by nature are more numerous that in a eco-district
such as those in the Plaine du Var.
Points to include in the specifications
It would be useful to plan for a telecom provider to
invest in deploying a very fast broadband
communication network in the eco-district.
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All the common buildings and utilities in an eco-district
in the Plaine du Var should be connected. The
extension of this network inside buildings will be
detailed in each building's specifications.
Connecting common systems to this network will be
described in the contractual lot which describes each
system.
The whole network will be "triple play" (Data, Voice,
Video) in so far as all types of flows may be required for
Smart Grid or Smart Cities applications (a multicast
video may be useful for some surveillance camera
applications).
The gateways or concentrators for this network, i.e., the
lowest level of package connected to this architecture,
responsible for directly communicating with the sensors
or with a private area, will have the ability to store and
handle data.
Furthermore, these gateways must allow external
service providers to install applications via a secure,
open interface which guarantees data confidentiality, as
long as they comply with the rules set by the district
manager (see below).
This opening and ability to handle data will also enable
certain applications to be disseminated, for better
service continuity and at a lower cost (investment and
operational cost). This means that a part of the
application will operate locally and the other part on a
central system.
Sharing decentralised power generation
Decentralised power generation can also be pooled across
the eco-district. Indeed, it is not realistic to breakdown the
investment per building. The financial model would be unreliable and the operation of generation resources uncertain
given the number of stakeholders involved in such a scenario.
We prefer to search for one or even two specialised investors,
who will subsequently be responsible for managing and operating such an infrastructure.
Managing the energy flows within the district will be more
rational, simple and optimised if we have access to a limited
number decentralised power generators. Managing all this
together will be more complex if the district has many micro
cells (such as buildings or groups of a few buildings) each
balancing their own load-generation profile.

Key point

Comment

The aim of investing in a decentralised generation
system is to guarantee an outlet for its generation.
Therefore if we want the deployed capacities to be
significant, it will be vital to get a statutory exemption
for the generated energy to be prioritised for local
consumption and that all or part of the generation can
be sold at the prevailing market prices.

Electricity storage is not the only storage needed to
ensure the flexibility of the electricity ecosystem:
thermal storage for some thermal technologies, hot
water storage for some domestic hot water production
technologies, and longer term, beyond the 3 years
considered by this charter, batteries for electric
vehicles will complete the range of solutions for
consideration. These last storage solutions will be sized
with their appropriate applications in mind.

It will be up to the developer/constructor to design the roof
installation conditions for the PV panels in order to achieve
the capacity targets defined in the phase prior to deciding the
energy mix.
Points to include in the specifications

Gas storage, already mentioned above, is an alternative
which doesn't necessarily require roof space and given
that, unlike batteries, it makes use of technologies,
which might provide overall benefits in terms of
environmental protection.

The specifications for the district will require one or
more contractual lots for decentralised generation
systems, based on the energy mix selected.

The structure of the specifications will be greatly affected by
the business model selected and the size of the system.

Sharing energy storage infrastructure

Points to include in the specifications

For an eco-district such as on the Plaine du Var, there is a
huge cost benefit to be gained from this pooling. It will be all
the more important given that electricity prices will be dynamic after 2016. As with decentralised generation, managing
storage and energy flows will also be easier through pooling.

Depending on whether the investors in decentralised
production capacities using renewable energies are
different from the electricity storage investor, it will either be
necessary to include the storage needs in a different
contractual lot or in the lots for the decentralised
generation systems.

The size of the energy storage requirement, be it electricity,
gas, or cooling, requires prior choices and assessments:
• The energy mix described above will condition the difference between the eco-district's electricity generation and
load profiles, and will be the first parameter to consider for
the storage requirements
• The second parameter will be assessing with the grid operator the requirements and potential for additional power
supply
• Finally the third parameter will be the energy prices and their
impact on the storage capacities in the investor's business
plan.
Once the sizing is complete, it will be up to the developer/
contractor to reserve an area for storage capacity. Depending
on the choice of technologies, this area may be either on the
ground or the roof and therefore requires an agreement with
the building's property developer.

Recommandation
We would suggest using the cleanest possible storage
technology. If the technology is not detailed in the
specifications, we would recommend a process to
select and validate the technology based on both price
and environmental impact (carbon footprint, CO2
emissions) over the installation's lifetime.
Recommandation
In the medium term, it is likely that electric vehicle
batteries will probably loom as a means of storing
energy. Nevertheless we recommend not considering
this option within the next 3 years, for an eco-district in
the Plaine du Var. In fact the battery life is limited in
terms of charging- charging cycles; therefore if these
batteries are used for needs that have nothing to do
with mobility, we will have to find ways of sharing the
value, which is likely to be long and complicated, even
impossible within the project's timeline.
Nevertheless, we will ask not to deploy solutions which
prevent such a development in the future.
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Sharing thermal applications and district heating
networks
Other than a few rare exceptions, the shared solutions for
thermal applications (heating and cooling) are more energy
efficient that the autonomous solutions. These complex applications must be examined in-depth.
Being aware of the advantages of pooling thermal applications, does not mean that these solutions have been chosen.
Only by performing a precise investigation, adapted to the
districts characteristics, and including detailed financial and
energy benefits, the carbon footprint and the CO2 emission,
will lead to the final choice.
Deploying shared thermal solutions is necessarily part of the
town's policy and will only be profitable and viable in large
areas, beyond the scope of private projects.

In each building supplied, a substation will exchange heat and
cooling between the district network and the building's own
secondary network. If the plant only produces heat, the substation will also handle the heat conversion to supply the buildings
cooling circuit.
Finally, with a sea water network, the substation will have a waterwater heat pump to heat the building's secondary circuit.
The district heating networks all have clear benefits
• Energy efficiency: the district heating networks provide average additional energy savings of between 25% to 35%
compared to building specific solutions1
• Overall cost of the solution (in areas that are sufficiently
built-up areas)
• Appearance

In the context of the eco-districts in the Plaine du Var, at least
three options appear to be indispensable:

• Cooling generation can be flattened and its possible to
store the thermal energy

• A district heating network fuelled by a heating and cooling
plant using renewable energies adapted to the region. It
would be interesting to top up the system with additional
power generation from a CCHP plant

• Centralised plants can be supplied by green solutions (sea
water thermal energy, geothermal, biomass, heat recovery)

• A low temperature sea water district network feeding waterwater heat pumps at the foot of buildings
• "Recovering" heat from "natural" sources such as groundwater geothermal, grey water networks to feed into the
water-water heat pumps.

• If necessary, demand response is possible without requiring
action from the consumer.
They have disadvantages which justify including the deployment decision in the town/city's policy:
• Major construction works, and therefore high investments
• Long/medium term commitment.

The development of district heating networks must be examined, despite the related constraints, since this type of
solution can provide a very major energy contribution.
The growing energy performance of buildings may reduce the
interest for this type of solution outside of densely built-up
areas. The financial validation phase will shed light on the viability of these networks for the main eco-districts in the Plaine
du Var. Whatever the case, the cost benefit case for a district
heating network cannot be based on one single district. Such
a network can only be deployed across a larger area with a
thermal demand of between 15MW and 30MW.
The different types of networks mentioned above have common benefits and differences which allow them to adapt to
various situations.

However, beyond the well-known characteristics, district heating networks have very significant advantages for the
"Smart Grid ready" character of an eco-district in the Plaine
du Var.
• They facilitate the management of thermal energy uses: less
stakeholders involved in this management, simpler management systems for interconnecting buildings.
• While reason is pointing to a centralised production plant,
this heating and cooling unit can make use of continuous
renewable energies (biomass) which are difficult for autonomous and decentralise facilities to use.

The heating and cooling networks originate in a plant which
must be built reasonably close to the buildings it is to supply,
but which may be fed by energy sources which are more difficult to use in autonomous facilities (biomass, for example).
1) A study by the École des Mines dating from 2003, already showed that for
a heating and cooling network, the ratio between useful energy (thermal cooling energy supplied) and the energy required to produce the cooling energy
is 4 for a district heating network compared to 3 and 2.5 respectively for
autonomous wet and dry facilities.
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• The generation units can also produce continuous, extra
energy (CCHP), which is useful in smoothing out the daily
generation profile for the district's energy, reducing power
exchanges between the network and the district.
Recommandation
Given the total floor area of buildings planned in the
Nice Meridia area (350 000m2), which is just sufficient
for a district heating network to be profitable, the
possibility of extending these networks to neighbouring
district that are scheduled for renovation, and the
positive impact in terms of energy efficiency, we
recommend an in-depth analysis of the viability of
building a district heating network to supply this ecodistrict and its environment.
The possibility of building a CCHP plant is also worth
considering. Nevertheless, we recommend, in this
document looking at an alternative solution in case the
district heating network is not selected or is not
"profitable".
This solution will be based on heat pumps recovering
heat via a geothermal facility for groundwater or the
grey water network.
The financial validation of our recommendations will
shed more light on this point.

Important point:
The decision of deploying a district heating network will be
the responsibility of the cities and towns concerned. We have
seen that this choice, should it be validated, could give
access to a significant energy performance of around 25% to
35%. Strict compliance with RT2012 will ensure that this
benefit is a given for meeting the maximum authorised
demand and therefore will allow a certain
"relaxing" of building performance levels.
In fact, if the city makes a different, less efficient choice, the
developers must compensate for the shortfall by specifying a
more efficient building, to ensure compliance with the energy
demand threshold.
Tactical recommendation
If the choice of building a district heating network is
approved and endorsed by the city and towns
concerned, we recommend negotiating with the
building contractors and contracting owners of the
building in the eco-districts of the Plaine du Var, in
order to provide buildings with identical energy
performances as those for autonomous thermal
installations. The additional energy performance of
district heating networks will therefore be an added
benefit for these eco-districts.
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5. Managing the district
Choosing the energy management method of the district is
the third phase in the proposed methodology for defining a
"Smart Grid ready" district.
In this chapter, we will only deal with the energy management
of the district, in other words the dynamic, quasi real-time
management, of the district's energy flows.
The management solution must extend to the wider area of
the Smart City: managing energy is just one dimension which
it not totally independent.

a. Why talk about the energy
management of the district?
In a traditional district where the electricity supply is mainly
handled by the classic distribution network, the only management required is to ensure continuity of supply for end
users in the area and manage exceptional emergency situations. This management is the dual responsibility of the grid
operator and its customers.
In a "Smart Grid Ready" district, the management is more
complex. The electrical energy flows are not only demand
flows; they are also generation flows. Their challenge is therefore to manage the cross flows and the consequences on
the stability of the network load in the district.

• In terms of stability, it is a question of dynamically balancing
the district
• Finally, it is about all the consumers working together to
adapt their demand to the amount of energy available and
coordinating with all the stakeholders for a better overall
energy performance.
In this document, we will not set out the solutions to implement: they may be dynamic and be based on automation
operations on crossing a price threshold, they may rely on the
consumer's reaction to an alert indicating that a price threshold or a network load has just been crossed (such as EDF's
EJP system), they may rely on contracts signed by the suppliers and end users where they commit to use less energy
during peak periods (capacity agreement).
Key point
All of this dynamic management must be handled
across two time frames: one time frame to be
determined (between 10-30 minutes) and an emergency
time frame.

It was also useful to manage the energy consumption to be
able to guarantee the lowest level for a predefined service
level and the comfort of the users in the district. Finally, load
management must by managed dynamically.

In terms of the architecture of the management solutions, two considerations stand out:

More specifically:

• The solutions must be as open as possible, i.e., make sure
all stakeholders can coordinate together, especially service
providers, without any specific technological barrier

• In terms of consumption, it is a question of deciding dynamically if each of the consumption units is fed by local
generation, storage or the distribution network
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• In generation terms, it is a question of dynamically deciding
if the energy generated will supply the district's demand,
recharge the storage unit or be sold outside of the eco-district
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• The solutions implemented must allow all type of data
exchanges or events between 'manager' stakeholders.

The technical architecture of management solutions must
move progressively towards the cross functionality of sensors
and communication networks and must, right from the beginning of the eco-district, include the needs of open systems.
• The access to all the data, particularly that concerning
energy, will be protected by an efficient all inclusive security
system. The issue is less about retaining confidentiality than
providing faultless service continuity and preventing any
attack by hackers which could compromise it.
• The access rights will be managed at the Smart City level
and the authentication process will be simplified; one single
authentication via an authentication server will be necessary
for all systems.
• In terms of the communication network, the protocols of the
internet world developed for the IP could be used at higher
levels and progressively move down through the architectures to the sensors.

• In order to facilitate data exchange, it would be useful to
converge towards common languages between systems:
standardised data models, common terms for the objects
(beginning with those most used).
• Exchanges between heterogeneous systems will be facilitated by defining WEB services to standardise the
description and semantics of services between the different
systems and related service providers.
• Specific mediation services will be set up to ensure the efficient collection and transformation of data so that they are
correctly incorporated into the different systems.
The level of maturity of industrial solutions doesn't allow for a
perfect deployment of such architectures but a certain number of principles will facilitate future intervention by service
providers at the energy management level.

A horizontal architecture
Energy management
for district

Management of
urban networks

Energy management
for buildings
Cloud

M2M management platform
IP telecom network

Housing
Public
infrastructure

Generation/
storage

Service sector

Residential
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Points to include in the specifications
Any "management microgrid" will be connected to an
IP network.

data, data models, mediation services, WEB services,
library, objects, etc…

The specifications for the district will make provision for
a contractual lot for the district's system architecture (it
will be pertinent that the lot be managed in close
cooperation with the city or the town so that the
deliverable is the same for all the districts and services
of the Smart City). It should also be the first contract to
be allocated, so that the specifications for each other
contractual lot can take advantage of its deliverables.

The priority goals are:

The objective of this lot will be to define and coordinate
the implementation of all the necessary standards for

• To facilitate the interface between the different
systems involved in managing the district's energy
(building management, district heating network
monitoring, monitoring common facilities,
decentralised generation and storage.
• To facilitate the interface between the systems of the
aggregators and other stakeholders.

Selon les enjeux, différentes mailles de gestion apparaissent :

PV panels

Geothermal

District

Storage
Charging stations

Housing
Smart meter

Energy box

Heating
Cooling
M2M common
platform
Service
sector
building

Cooling
Heating

Smart meter
Monitoring

DHW
Lighting
Auxiliaries
Charging station

Street lighting
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Vehicle charging

Street furniture
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Warning: The diagram opposite represents only part
of the management system for electrical power.
The complete diagram should potentially represent
the other utilities (gas and water) and the various public
services of the town (public transport, health, law &
order, social services, etc.) These different microgrids
must communicate between each other if the
coordination is to be effective.

The more practical they are, the greater the impact they
have on consumer behaviour patterns, even if this impact is
limited.
As an example, a screen showing 100 KWh of consumption
over the last 24 hours will produce less effect than a screen
displaying a message that the consumer has consumed €5
worth of electricity between 11 pm and 6 am (a period during
which private uses should normally be zero) over the last
month.

b. The micro grid at home
In residential buildings, the home is the unit at which energy
efficiency measures are managed over both cross-functional
and independent applications. For an eco-district in the Plaine
du Var, the heating, cooling, domestic hot water and ventilation will be managed at another level, since they are pooled;
the consumer will nevertheless be able to make local adjustments, and that can be managed by the Smart Grids.
However, lighting and private uses remain the principal targets of home-based energy management. This represents a
considerable challenge since in RT 2012 buildings, private
uses not covered by the regulation now use more than half of
the total energy required to cover all the needs.
It is the residents who will have a direct impact these energy
uses, through their behaviour. It is therefore necessary to
develop both awareness campaigns and energy management assistance at their level
The automated solutions available within the next 3 years,
are often of little financial interest. Powerful tablet based solutions will quickly be available and can be incorporated into
this charter over the next few years.
Some energy management resources available to residents
have a clear interest; they can be found at several levels:
• At the infrastructure level, a circuit of 'green sockets'
controlled by a timer switch, will enable building occupants
to plug in all their equipment that go onto sleep mode once
they are switched off: e.g., television, computer. The power
for these devices in sleep mode, will be automatically switched off during a period programmed by the occupant.
• There are many systems available for providing building occupants with their actual energy use, which display
energy consumption with varying degrees of practicality.

• In terms of capacity for peak periods, the home must either
be equipped with an alert to inform the user that a peak
period has started with, in theory a higher price, and if possible transmitted by the previous display, or an "energy box"
which will carry out a certain number of automated, preprogrammed load shedding. This "energy box", which is
indispensable for renovations is less interesting in new
builds which will be compliant to the RT 2012 and have
non-autonomous thermal applications.
The occupant will be free to choose access to such a device:
he must be free to choose the solution which suits him best
from the services provided by energy service providers or
aggregators,
• There are still many devices on the market which can help
average consumption and peak load in homes (Timers,
plugs which can be remotely programmed or managed,
sub meters or mini-automated systems) but all these solutions are still very expensive and the results achieves still
depend on the amount of effort put in by the user.
The profitability of these devices for a developer and their
attractiveness for future home-buyers or building occupants
does not appear to be a given. Nevertheless, an overview of
the main devices will be necessary in phase 2 of developing
this charter to confirm of dismiss the financial, ecological and
energy benefit.
For the moment, we prefer to count on promoting and building customer awareness in order to develop individual
measures possible with an "energy box" and potentially, with
more complicated systems.
Eléments à intégrer dans les cahiers des charges
In the electricity contract for of each residential
building, a circuit of green sockets will be located in
the most likely places for computers and audio/video
equipment. This circuit should be programmable.
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In each home, there should be a system (via screen,
computer screen or smartphone, etc.) available to see
the energy consumption and its main characteristics.
The information provided should be accessible and
pragmatic. This system will also display the load peak
alerts. In the interests of cost saving, we can look at the
possibility of a convergence with the intercom systems.
However, we do not recommend that any "energy box"
be included in the specifications for the buildings in the
eco-district of the Plaine du Var.

c. The microgrid for an area inside a
building
In residential buildings, this micro grid doesn't exist. It will
nevertheless be useful to "manage" the common areas and
install dynamic energy systems. In buildings used for shops
or offices, this microgrid will be an area occupied by the same
owner or for the same use.
It is the same for retail buildings or offices in residential buildings. There is nevertheless less room for manoeuvre due to
a higher level of technical building management which
includes a certain amount of automation.
It is however, the microgrid which will manage the impact of
behaviour on energy use.
Key point
The RT2012 regulation fixes the installation of sub-meters
according to the minimum general criteria per section of
floor area, per floor or per electrical switchbox.
It would be useful to carry out a initial study to see if
the architecture for electricity distribution and submetering closely matches uses or different occupants
so that the data provided can be easily interpreted.

d. The microgrid for a building or a
group of buildings
The level of service sector & school buildings is where an
energy manager traditionally gets involved.
Energy consumption and optimisation is supervised at this
level, and it is also the level at which service sector buildings
interface with aggregators.
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For an eco-district in the Plaine du Var, given the proposed
guidelines, the energy manager will manage the building's
own energy use as well as the thermal exchange substation
with the district heating network, regardless of the type of
substation or the water-water heat pump, depending on the
system selected for the thermal applications.
In a heating or cooling district network, the power consumption managed at the building level will only include ventilation,
lighting and private uses; it is therefore highly linked to the
behaviour patterns of the occupants and the associated
uses. This characteristic is likely to enhance the role of energy
managers for these buildings to the detriment of highly
sophisticated instrumentation.
Points to include in the specifications
For service sector buildings where the energy
management might be entrusted to a service provider,
the building's energy management platform will have a
management perimeter for the power consumption
which will include lighting, ventilation and private uses
and, depending on the choice of thermal energy,
heating and cooling or it will interface with the district
network management.
It should be possible to manage the different areas of
the building, these areas can be configured to allow the
system to adapt to the evolving use of the building.
It will interface via the WEB services with other energy
management systems or with the systems of various
service providers (energy manager, aggregator, etc.)
It will be possible to configure the access rights to the
different energy data for the building functions
managed at this level of the microgrid.

e. The microgrid for an urban block or
district
The district now appears as an essential microgrid. In the proposed configuration and structure, energy management for
an eco-district in the Plaine du Var will have major role of
energy balancing and management.
Prior to writing the specifications for the district, it will be
necessary to define the governance the metropolitan area of
Nice is planning for the district. Defining this new type of
governance will give rise to the choice of energy manager for
the "district" microgrid and the precise specification for management system.

This energy governance must be designed in relation with the
overall governance of the Smart City and the possible governance of other major systems in the city.
The energy manager must play a role of coordinating the
energy efficiency measures, peak load management and act
as an aggregator of generation, consumption and storage
and manager of energy flows in the district in order to achieve
optimal energy performances and load balancing load to output in the district before looking for resources outside of the
district.
Points to include in the specifications
It appears to be very important to create a contractual
lot for the energy management system of the district.
This management system will have the following
functions:
• Energy supervision and control of street lighting
• Energy supervision and control of all public
infrastructure connected to the network (electric
vehicles, electronic information panels, etc.)
• Energy management of the district heating networks if
they are deployed within the district. If they are
planned over a wider area, an interface with these
systems will be needed to manage peak shaving
• Allocation of electrical energy flows generated by
decentralised systems

• Management of the electrical and/or thermal energy
storage
• Dynamic management of the grid stability within the
district and by manipulating all the parameters
available within the district (local generation, storage,
load shedding, planning uses managed within the
district)
• Coordination of other management systems within the
district in order to optimise energy performances.
This platform will be interfaced with all the management
systems of the aggregators, energy managers and
external service providers via the exchange architecture
defined above in the previous section (sharing
infrastructures). In the same way, it will be interfaced
with the other management platforms within the Smart
City, especially those for managing other potential
networks (district heating, gas) and with the monitoring
of substations.
This management structure produces a certain number of
additional stakeholders, who will have to work together. It is
consequently important to design the “Smart Grid ready” district operating modes.
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6. How will a "Smart Grid
Ready"district work?

The different stakeholders whom we have identified as being
involved in managing the district, or whose involvement we
would recommend, are therefore:

The manager of the district heating networks
- Manages the production of cooling, heating and power via
CCHP plants

The home-owner or tenant
The district's electricity manager
- Manages his power consumption for lighting and specific
uses
- Is responsible for controlling his energy use.
To fulfil his role effectively, he must be informed, trained and,
very probably, for many people, assisted by specialised service providers.
The energy manager of service sector buildings
- Manages the power consumption for lighting, ventilation
and other specific uses as well as building thermal energy
requirements
- Manage the "human" or "manual" actions carried out
within its management perimeter by balancing consumption during peak loads.
- Manage the heat exchange substation with the district
heating network in order to ensure the desired comfort
levels of the building's occupants
- Configure the building automation systems
Local decentralised generator
- Manage the generation units and the storage units.
It is also possible to consider an alternative scenario with a
specific storage provider
Traditional Grid operators: ERDF and RTE
Manage the emergency scenario in the event of a peak load
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- Manages the public infrastructure both at for the district's
consumption and for peak load management
- Manages the stability of the energy flows in the district
- Coordinate with the above-mentioned stakeholders in the
service sector buildings in order to be able to provide
some level of responsiveness in managing peak loads
- Choose the use for production output
- Coordinate to optimise all the energy within the eco-district
- When the electricity prices are deregulated, manage a
basic level of financial optimisation for users in the district.
Once again, it is important to position the district's energy
manager within the overall management structure of the
Smart City, which is responsible for the different infrastructure
and different services provided to users, residents or the
community.
The aggregator
- Manages demand balancing measures in the homes
- Acts as intermediary between the district's manager and
RTE
- Manages balancing for decentralised generation and
storage.
In this environment, the demand optimisation for each microgrid will be carried out by a manager who is responsible for
the microgrid in question. As there is no major synergy between the different operations carried out between the
networks, each of the managers will operate independently.

As for managing the energy consumption, the "Smart Grid ready" eco-district will operate according to the following diagram:

District
Charging stations

Housing

Occupant

Local generator
Smart meter

Energy box

Heating
Cooling

Building
energy
manager
Service
sector
buildings

Cooling
Heating

Smart meter

District-heating network manager

Monitoring

DHW
Lighting
Auxiliaries
Charging station

Managing the peak load will rely on stakeholders who manage the operations within their scope, but these operations need
to be coordinated. Indeed, during a peak load, the consumption of the different entities and applications in the district must be
reduced, while boosting as much as possible the local energy production and releasing stored energy.
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In this case, the operations are independent and require a centralised manager (the district's energy manager) to ensure they
are effectively coordinated:

Aggregator

District
Charging stations

Housing

Local generator

Smart meter

Occupant
Energy box

Heating
Cooling

Building
energy
manager

District energy manager

Service
sector
buildings

Cooling
Heating
Smart meter

District energy manager

DHW
Lighting

Monitoring

Auxiliaries
Charging station

The aggregator operates at a higher level.
The third situation where it is necessary to describe the district's operations is for a peak load emergency situation which is
not covered by the above-mentioned mechanism; in this case, the main stakeholder is the traditional grid operator, ERDF or
RTE, who are the ultimate guarantors of stability for the distribution or transmission networks.
Once the structure for the management stakeholders' is in place, we need to determine:
District
Charging stations

Housing

Local generator

Smart
meter
Heating
Cooling

ERDF

Smart
meter

Energy
box

Cooling
Heating

Smart
meter

Smart
meter

Smart
meter

DHW

Monitoring

Lighting
Auxiliaries
Charging station
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7. How should demand response
be managed ?
And what about managing
energy use?

Before looking at each application in detail, it is worthwhile
sharing an overall vision of how the management solutions for
these (current and very soon to be) applications can both
reduce energy use and peak demand.

It is vital to put these solutions or functions into perspective
with the "incompressible" needs of consumers or electricity
users, in other words, if the requirements are not met, the solutions will be rejected. This is the challenge in the following table:

Application

"incompressible" need

Use "less" energy

Reduce the electricity demand

Cooling

Perceived comfort level according to
standards
NF EN 13779, 15251 and

Slaving
to certain "Planning"
parameters

Thermal storage Temporary
increase in temperature

Heat (Heating)

Perceived comfort as per standards
NF EN 13779, 15251 and

Slaving
to certain "Planning"
parameters

Temporary drop in temperature

Domestic hot water

Comfortable temperature

Solar thermal energy combined with an electrical backup

Storage

Lighting

Perceived comfort levels Sometimes
lighting is part of the decoration

Timer slaved to some
parameters
Planning

Intensity reduction

Mainly ventilation auxiliaries

Statutory compliance
Perceived comfort level

Slaving to certain planning
parameters

Short-term modulation

Private uses

Availability of uses

Management of sleep modes

Use batteries if possible
Planning

Private electric vehicle
charging station

Station available for
charging before vehicle is required

Slow charging

Planning
Dynamic pricing

Private electric vehicle
charging station

station available for immediate
charging or before car is required

Slow charging

Planning if possible

Street lighting

Comfort Safety regulation

Slaving to certain planning
parameters

Intensity reduction
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We have just defined both the necessary preliminaries to effectively deploy Smart Grids in an eco-district in the Plaine du Var
as well as the macro specifications for the district's different
energy management layers.
We will now try to describe the characteristics required for each
of the building applications to achieve the best possible Smart
Grid performances, i.e., managing as effectively as possible the
energy consumption and the peak load. We will closely follow
the general framework provided in the previous table.
To do this, we will review existing solutions that meet the current
recommended guidelines and propose specifications for managing each of them in order to reduce energy consumption or
peak electrical demand.

a. Cooling

• The intervention will not have a perceptible effect on most
building occupants. The various studies and feedback
show that occupants are not sensitive to temperature differences provided they do not exceed 1.5°C to 2°C
depending on the duration, or the temperature gradient
provided it does not exceed roughly 2°C per hour
• The occupants notice the effects but it is an exceptional
occurrence and short in duration
• Occupants are informed and are specifically asked to make
an exceptional and moderate effort (the temperature difference remains moderate, but noticeable; putting on
additional article of clothing is enough for an acceptable
comfort level.
Challenges in managing cooling output
for energy efficiency

Perimeter of this application
In the Nice region, this is an essential application for service
sector buildings.
For residential buildings, it is an added extra for users. It is
quite probable that if homes are not pre-fitted, a significant
number of residents in an eco-district in the Plaine du Var will
buy and fit private systems.
If this prognostic is shared, it will be useful to evaluate a plant
for cooling homes in an eco-district in the Plaine du Var.
Indeed, with this plant, it will be possible to install systems
that use much less energy than independent, private systems
and which have a load shedding capability that is easily
accessible and flexible. In return, independent air conditioning
units should be banned in the district.
Indeed there is every reason to think that the private units can
only be managed by an "energy box" and there is no guarantee that these will be available or used.
Constraints affecting this application
and its management
Cooling is an aspect of thermal comfort. For this reason,
consumers expect continuity in service and comfort levels. In
order to contribute to the "Smart Grid"
objectives, management of the cooling output it is mandatory
to retain the comfort levels expected by the users in the buildings.
Any intervention by a system operator or energy service provider to adjust the cooling level will be acceptable in the
following circumstances:
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Whatever the cooling technology chosen, managing the plant
will produce both reductions in energy consumption and
manage peak shaving.
Nevertheless, peak shaving does not have the same criticality
in a district heating and cooling network fed by decentralised
energies.
In order to reduce cooling related energy consumption, it may
be useful to slave it to parameters such as the outside temperature, the inside temperature, radiation intensity on the
south and west façades and times of day that service sector
buildings are used.
Peak shaving challenges in managing cooling
Cooling can be stopped or slowed down for peak shaving,
depending on the technologies selected, as long as the real
effect on the building temperature remains limited.
Key point
It is important to note that, the more thermal inertia there is
in a building, the smaller the temperature gradient will be in
peak shaving and the greater the peak shaving capability
will be which can be sustained over time.

Cutting edge thermal cooling systems
Within current technologies, three major families of solutions
can be identified: decentralised systems, building-centric systems and the district cooling networks. All these families have
reached a recognised level of maturity; the systems are on
the market.

We have already seen that shared systems deserve being
considered as viable solutions for eco-districts in view of their
energy performance.
More generally, by comparing the different existing systems,
we can highlight various solutions for an eco-district in the

Plaine du Var; all potentially have significant advantages:
• Shared systems such as district heating networks, supplied
by a cooling production plant and connected to thermal
exchange substations at the foot of buildings.

Thermal plant

Heating

Primary energy entry point

Domestic
Hot Water

Primary secondary exchanger
Domestic
hot water
preparer

Return of primary energy

Control and
monitoring
systems

Mains water
supply

S

U

B

S

T

A

T

I

O
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Source: Vélizy – Villacoublay (example of a district heating network only)
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• The shared systems, such as sea water networks, connected to water-water heat pumps at the foot of the buildings.
They need to be relatively close to the shore. As an example, they should be considered in the Plaine du Var in the
evaluation of Grand Arenas, whereas they are of little interest for Nice Meridia.
• The semi-autonomous systems supplying a building or a
group of buildings from an existing fluid district heating network (groundwater geothermal and above all grey water)
connected to water-water heat pumps, 100% electricity or
hybrid electricity/gas, located at the foot of the buildings.

System

Shared systems:
District heating networks

An in-depth study is necessary to finalise the choice of
technology for cooling. This study should include
heating and domestic hot water (see below) in order to
cover all the aspects of thermal energy. It should
notably compare financial & energy performance,
carbon footprint and CO2 emissions for the planned
solutions.
Despite all being interesting in general, each of these solutions has its own strengths and weaknesses:

Strengths

Weaknesses

Can be fed by a CCHP plant providing a new
source of continuous energy in the district

Implementation requires a long-term
decision

Can be fuelled by various energy sources:

Major implementation works

biomass, biofuel, biogas, waste etc

Less interesting in an area with high
density of RT2012 compliant buildings

Doesn't use any energy transported by
the electrical grid
High service continuity
Shared systems:
Sea water

Semi-autonomous
systems

Heat source used has little environmental impact
May be associated with thermal storage to
contribute to peak shaving and benefit from best
prices
Use of grey water networks as heat source is
already widespread, especially in Switzerland

Only profitable with a large perimeter
(at least 15MW)
Must be close to sea
Major construction works

Groundwater geothermal has
environmental risks
and its development is strictly
regulated

Points to include in the specifications
If the choice of a district-heating network is confirmed,
every building must be connected to it via a substation.
This substation is a thermal exchange unit between the
generation plant's primary circuit and the secondary
circuit supplying the building with or without a heat
pump depending on the type of network.
Whatever technology is chosen, the management and
regulation of the system must:
• Have a control unit in the individual flats of residential
buildings (possibly split into night and day)
• Have a control unit in service sector buildings,
regardless of the building's purpose
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• Limit the maximum adjustment range for occupants to
[-2°C : +2°C] compared to a nominal temperature
agreed at the system's management level. It is quite
possible to reduce this range
• Slave the temperature to the outside temperature and
possible solar radiation intensity on the south facades
coupled with the system of shutters/blinds
• Be coupled with the district's management system in
the case of district heating networks.
A metering system per home is needed to trigger
individual invoices which will incentivize occupants to
save energy.

b. Heating
Constraints affecting this application and its
management

The solutions recommended for heating are the same as
those recommended for cooling.
Points to include in the specifications

Cooling is an aspect of thermal comfort. For this reason,
consumers expect continuity in service and comfort levels. In
order to contribute to the "Smart Grid objectives", it is mandatory to manage the cooling output to retain the comfort
levels expected by the users in the buildings.

If the choice of a district heating network is confirmed,
every building must be connected to this network.

Heating and cooling are affected by the same constraints.

• Have a control unit in the individual flats of residential
buildings (possibly split into night and day)

Challenges in managing cooling output
for energy efficiency
Once the cooling technology is chosen, the plant can be
managed to both save energy and achieve peak shaving
In order to reduce cooling related energy, it may be useful to
slave it to parameters such as the outside temperature, the
inside temperature, solar radiation intensity on the south and
west façades, and the times of day the service sector buildings are used. In order to reduce the size of the winter
demand peak, it may be useful to ban the use of individual
electrical convector heaters, just as we would recommend
banning the use of individual air conditioning units.

Whatever technology is chosen, the management and
regulation of the system must:

• Have a control unit in service sector buildings,
regardless of the building's purpose
• Limit the maximum adjustment range for occupants to
[-2°C : +2°C] compared to a nominal temperature
agreed at the system's management level (but be
careful in an RT 2012 building).
+1°C means +25% of energy consumption for
heating, mainly due to mid-season behaviour patterns
• Slave the temperature of the coolant to the outside
temperature and possible to solar radiation intensity
on the south façades

The challenges of managing heating
for peak shaving

• Be coupled with the district's management system in
the case of district heating networks.

As with cooling, and depending on the technologies selected,
heating can be stopped or slowed down for peak shaving, as
long as the real effect on the building temperature remains
limited.

A metering system per home is needed to trigger
individual invoices which will incentivize occupants to
save energy.

Key point

c. Domestic Hot Water (DHS)

It is important to note that, the more thermal inertia
there is in a building, the smaller the temperature
gradient will be in peak shaving and the greater the
peak shaving capability which can be sustained over
time.

The challenges of this application and its management

The current state of heat production system
technology

Challenges in managing DHW for energy efficiency

As with cooling, within current technologies, three major families of solutions can be identified: decentralised systems,
building-centric systems and the district heating networks. All
these families have reached a recognised level of maturity; the
systems are on the market.

This application deserves very specific attention as, in some
RT 2012 buildings, it can represent up to 40% of the primary
energy consumed by the five RT 2012 uses.

There is no mechanism for managing hot water production
which can contribute to managing energy consumption. The
only obvious mechanisms are concerned with passive energy
efficiency.
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The challenges of managing DHW for peak shaving
The main challenge in managing this application is planning
the potential electrical backup for peak demand management; this a widespread, simple application, coupled to a
day-night selector switch.
The current state of hot water system technology
The system must be as efficient as possible together with
additional devices for a "Smart Grid Ready" installation.

This option has the advantage of being less expensive both for
operational and overall costs. If the district-heating network is
unavailable for a prolonged period, there is a moderate service
continuity risk for hot water, which is a particularly sensitive
issue with building occupants. This solution is nevertheless
dependent on the decision for thermal energy. For a districtheating network with a heating production plant, it will be
necessary to check the ability of the CCHP plant to produce
DHW.
This option 2 has the additional advantage of freeing up the
roof area to increase solar PV generation.

For an eco-district in the Plaine du Var, we have two options :
Option 1:
Today and in the near future, the most interesting individual
systems for hot water production in terms of energy
consumption are based on thermal energy with a backup
using electricity or heat pumps. Solar thermal production can
cover up to 70 to 75% of annual needs with strong variations
in this ratio depending on the season These systems are
unfortunately still expensive, even though we can easily consider them as a mature technology.
The solar panels (thermal only or hybrid photovoltaic + thermal) will be installed on the roofs, taking priority over
photovoltaic panels. They will supply the building requirements.
Planning the electrical backup will be that much easier and
efficient if the system has a hot water storage system. This
will cover the daily needs by providing DHW in summer at
night, heated during the day by the sun and in winter, the
DHW during the day mainly heated at night by the electrical
backup.
Managing the installation will have on impact on consumption. For information, the DHW consumption can be
effectively monitored by timed taps or other pressure regulating valves and can reduce the need for the electrical backup.

Points to include in the specifications
The elements to integrate into the specifications
depend on whether option 1 or 2 is chosen. It will be
necessary to examine the possibility of producing hot
water via the district-heating network, especially
between seasons with minimum hot and cold
requirements, and the additional investments required
for that.
These investments will be compared with those
required for solar thermal collectors on roofs by
considering the solar PV panels not installed on the
surface used.
A metering system per home is needed to trigger
individual invoices which will incentivize occupants to
save energy.

d. Lighting
Along with DHW, lighting is a major source of energy
consumption in certain types of buildings, especially those
devoted to retail and offices.
Constraints affecting this application and its management
In work areas in office buildings, lighting is seen as a vector
of comfort and security in all parts of the building.

Option 2:
The domestic hot water can be provided from a common storage tank in each building, heated by the building's
secondary heating network, which is also coupled to the district heating network at the substation or supplied by the
water-water heat pumps.
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For this reason, there has been statutory regulation in place
since 1983 on top of the labour code, and notably the decree
n°2008-244 of 7 March 2008 describing the various obligations for the design and use of work spaces.
This regulation is completed by a European standard (NF EN
12464-1) concerning lighting in the workplace, which defines
the requirements for luminosity depending on the purpose of
the premises.

Challenges in managing lighting for energy efficiency
The core challenges in managing lighting for energy efficiency
In service sector buildings, reduced electrical consumption
could be achieved:
• By slaving lighting to the presence of people in the rooms
(classrooms, meeting rooms), via movement sensors

• By installing timers in some passage ways (stairs, corridors
and toilets), although these solutions can only be cost effective under certain conditions
• By slaving lighting intensity to luminosity conditions; lighting
is therefore designed as a necessary backup to outdoor
light to get the best possible luminosity.

• By switching off all lighting except safety lighting during specific time periods

Group of lights with light sensors

1st cell

2nd cell

3rd cell

Lighting E
Constant regulation
value
Artificial light required
Natural light available
Room depth
Source: OSRAM

But the impact of these mechanisms is lower, as the lighting
technology becomes more efficient; it will therefore be sometimes difficult to achieve financial viability for these solutions:
it will therefore be important to validate any recommendation
in phase 2 of the charter.

can be endured without it being perceived as a loss in comfort levels. In a home or an office area, since the user can
adjust the visual comfort by switching on auxiliary lamps, the
effect of low light intensity is completely worthless.
The current state of lighting system technology

The challenges of managing lighting for peak shaving
In terms of peak shaving, the single most important measure
that can be taken is to reduce the lighting intensity. Such
actions require both the presence of certain lighting technologies and specific usage conditions in the building where a
variation in light intensity during periods of at least 30 minutes

Lighting technology has a very major impact on reducing
electrical consumption It is therefore the first measure to take.
Fitting buildings with very low energy lamp is indispensable.
But beware, not all lamp technology is compatible with the
dimmer controls for lighting intensity and they do not all have
the same overall price benefits. The compact florescent
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lamps, now associated with low energy lamps, do not usually
cope with changes in intensity. Given the very fast growth in
their cost we suggest the almost systematic use of LEDs in
the district. NB: for this type of lighting, the ANSES require-

Technology

Consommation (W)

Luminosity (Lm)

Compatibility with dimmer
control

Incandescent

60

720

Weak

Halogen

48

630

Yes

Low energy CFL

13

720

No

LED (130 lm/W)

6

780

Yes

LED sources are still more expensive than other lamps
although it is dropping rapidly, but the service life and low
energy use of this technology produces a lower overall cost.
It will be important to specify the use of "protected" LEDs, i.e.,
where the light is not bare, which can present risks for both
of young children and adults by aggravating AMD (Age-related Macular Degeneration.
It will also be necessary, during the second phase of drawing
up this charter, to assess the profitability of each component
of managing the lighting, as technical gains, when associated
with existing solutions, are quite considerable.
At this stage, we believe it is essential to consider them all.
According to the Bureau d’Etudes Cardonnel, all the mechanisms could lead to energy savings of up to 20% for lighting
in hotels, up to 25% to 30% in educational establishments
and up to 40% in offices.
Points to include in the specifications
For residential buildings:
• Make provisions for lighting using protected LED
technology
• Make provisions for a central power switch close to
the entrance door of the homes. Additional lighting
can be connected to the green socket circuits
• Make provisions for timers or movement sensors in
general areas (corridors, landings, stairways) and
areas of temporary occupation (toilets).
For service-sector buildings:
• Make provisions for lighting using protected LED
technology
• Depending on the building's purpose (time periods,
intermittent occupation), make provisions for the
lighting to be connected to a timer, a movement
sensor, or in certain circumstances, to several devices
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ments should be followed. Comparing the main technologies
highlights the benefit of LEDs both for passive and active
management of electricity consumption for lighting. Here are
the comparisons for a classic 60W lamp:
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• Make provisions for a timer in areas of temporary
occupation (corridors, toilets, stairways)
• Make provisions for slaving the lighting intensity to
the natural light so that it is designed as additional
lighting to reach the minimum statutory thresholds
(NF-EN12464-1)
• Make provisions for being able to adjust the
luminosity in certain service sector buildings during
peak load periods.

e. Les auxiliaires
The term "auxiliaries" as used in RT 2012 includes several
applications, but mainly concerns ventilation. We will concentrate on the latter which represents the main power use for
these auxiliaries.
Constraints affecting this application
and its management
The regulation concerning this application dates from
1982 and 1983 and is not very restrictive: it defines the incoming and outgoing air flows necessary so that the premises
are sufficiently ventilated.
Ventilation affects comfort levels, hygiene and sanitation,
which needs to be considered.
Challenges in managing ventilation for energy efficiency
In this context, the ventilation of buildings and its management gives opportunities to both save energy and reduce the
peak load.

Without putting the comfort of building occupants at risk, it is
possible to realise substantial energy savings by regulating
and indexing the ventilation to certain parameters:
• Human presence in the premises, e.g., by measuring CO2
levels or by movement sensors
• Hours of occupation can be programmed in service sector
buildings
• Humidity level of the office.
Ventilation management challenges in reducing
the peak load
In terms of balancing, it is possible to slow down the ventilation during a 30 minute period without affecting the comfort
of the occupants or the hygiene of the premises; this reduction is not perceptible if it doesn't last too long. We do not
recommend completely stopping the ventilation during peak
loads since the absence of any ventilation sound might create
concern and rejection from the occupants.
Current state of ventilation system technology
Ventilation systems have changed a great deal over the last
few years in order to be compliant with the RT 2012 requirements through lower energy use and by regulating the
temperature difference produced by introducing air into buildings. All systems compliant to RT 2012 can be managed by
a regulation system which has the above mentioned applications.
Points to include in the specifications
Depending on the occupation type for each main area
(intermittent or occasional occupation, variable number
of occupants), the ventilation can be regulated, in other
words slowed down or kept at normal speed and flow,
based on the data provided by:
• Sensors measuring the CO2 rate
• Movement sensors
• Humidity sensors.
Key point
In the same way that we have offered to share certain
infrastructures, we would like to draw attention to the
possibility of sharing certain infrastructure elements
such as movement sensors. Indeed, the data provided
by one sensor could be used to control the building's
ventilation, lighting and thermal applications.

f. Private uses
In a RT 2012 building, specific uses concern uses not included in the regulation. The performances required for the five
main uses increases the relative weight: indeed, the specific
uses may now represent more than 50% of the final power
use.
According to several similar sources, ADEME and Enertech
for example, the specific uses in the home can jointly represent up to 70KWhpe/an/m2 i.e. more than five times the
heating consumption in a RT 2012 building! These uses
include mainly audio-visual, computing, refrigeration, washing
machine, dishwasher and cooking.
In office buildings, desktop computers in the widest sense of
the term can represent up to 30 and 45KWhpe/year/m2.
Constraints affecting this application
and its management
The only constraint for private uses is that it is the consumer
who is in sole charge of its management. With private uses,
we are directly confronted with the behaviour of energy users
and the need to build their awareness, educate, encourage
or convert them into reducing their average energy use during
peak periods.
A programme like Ecowatt, launched by RTE in the PACA
region, is a significant incentivising initiative.
Challenges in managing private uses
for energy efficiency
Very considerable, long term measures to build awareness,
educate and incentivise users, must be planned in an ecodistrict in the Plaine du Var, which aims to be a pioneer in this
field.
Nevertheless, some assistance can be provided for certain
uses in order to achieve the initial results.
In the home:
Audiovisual and computing devices are the main equipment
items which go into sleep mode when switched off. The aim
will be to disconnect them to save energy.
A circuit of green sockets provides an effective solution for
this, at a small cost.
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More precisely, the electric socket will be located next to the
antenna socket, which often concentrates a large number of
electronic equipment. It will be controlled by an easily identifiable mains switch (e.g. by colour).

g. Electric vehicle charging stations

We also recommend a very simple display screen allowing
users to see the energy consumption and any alerts for peak
loads.

A regulation dating from 2011, the decree n°2011-873,
defines the requirement to include a power supply in car
parks of residential and service sector buildings in order to be
able to post-fit electric vehicle charging stations.

Constraints affecting this application
and its management

In the service sector:
A large part of the computing equipment can be disconnected during periods of non-use rather than remaining in sleep
mode. There again, green-socket circuits provides a simple
and effective solution.

No constraint seems to impact the management of this application other than the immature nature of the market and user
and therefore, uncertainty over future needs. This situation
dictates the need for open and adaptable management solutions.

Private use management challenges in reducing
the peak load

However, we believe it is essential to site the public charging
stations in consultation with the power grid operator.

In the home:

The challenges in managing charging stations
for energy efficiency

The washing machine and the dishwasher can be easily planned at certain hours during the day or night: it is use should
be banned during peak periods.
The current state of private use management system
technology
Existing systems are mainly autonomous systems installed by
the users themselves.
There are many solutions available on the market. We have
chosen not to list them as most, although technically reliable,
remain expensive. Nevertheless, in phase 2 of the charter, we
will certainly assess the financial, ecological and energetic pertinence of some of them: programmable plug sockets, remote
controlled sockets, submeters, etc…
Points to include in the specifications
In homes in an eco-district in the Plaine du Var
It would be useful to calculate the cost of providing
green sockets connected to a timer switch for plugging
in audio-visual and computing equipment likely to stay
in sleep mode.
Providing a simple and informative display screen to
show the energy consumption will also emit peak load
alerts. As well as management devices, we will make
provisions for a water connection in the utility areas so
that specific machines can be installed which have
much greater energy efficiency than the norm.
In office buildings
It will be indispensable to calculate the cost of providing
each workstation with such green socket circuits.
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The energy use for an electric vehicle charging station is linked to vehicle charging needs. There is therefore no issue
around power consumption.
Charging station management challenges in reducing
the peak load
However, the energy required to recharge a vehicle can be
significant (depending on the type of recharge); its planning
or management will have a major impact on the peak load.
There are three types of charge for electrical vehicles:
• The normal or slow charge: 3kVA capacity, duration
8 hours for a full battery charge. This takes place at night at
home and during the day at the office for sedentary
employees. It can easily be programmed.
These stations should be deployed in residential buildings,
and in compliance with the choice already made by Nice
Côte d’Azur, will be the main charging stations deployed in
public areas: 80% of total).
• The accelerated or semi-fast charge: capacity 22kVA, takes
around 1 hour for a full battery charge. It will mainly take
place during the day and has limited scope for planning.
Nice Côte d’Azur wants to limit the proportion of these
charging stations in public areas to 20% in order to reduce
the impact of charging electric vehicles on the grid.

• The quick charge: capacity 43kVA, takes less than half an
hour for a full battery charge. Restricted to fleet vehicles or
intensive professional use; by definition this cannot be planned.
Nice Côte d’Azur prefers not to deploy this type of charging
station This choice may represent a constraint for the development of company vehicle fleets such as the Post Office
or other delivery firms.

Street lighting therefore represents a very considerable challenge. There are no prescriptive statutory provisions dictating
street lighting; but if it is decided to introduce one, the European Standard EN13201 details the lighting recommended
for each type of street and will become the reference document for developing a street lighting solution.
Challenges in managing street lighting for energy
efficiency

Current state of technology for electrical charging
stations and their management

As with indoor lighting mentioned above, the core issue is
energy efficiency.

Charging stations for electric vehicles are of course at an early
stage of maturity. The development priorities concern above
all the standards for the sockets and the payment aspects.
Managing the charging stations and their interface with the
grid has not been examined in detail.

Lighting technology has a very major impact on reducing
electrical consumption

Only the slow charging stations (3kVA) and the accelerated
charging stations (22kVA) can be managed. The quick charging stations (48kVA) meet business needs for vehicle fleets;
the charge must therefore be as fast as possible.
The accelerated charging stations (22kVA) meet a non urgent
need over a short enough period to make it quite difficult to
plan the charges.
Private charging stations will therefore mainly be normal charging stations in homes; normal, accelerated or fast charging
stations in the service sector depending on the vehicle use;
while the public charging stations will be normal or accelerated with potentially a few fast charging stations reserved for
taxis.
Points to include in the specifications
The normal and accelerated charging stations are
private charging stations capable of providing at least
the following data:
1 - Battery charge
2 - Level of minimum charge that the user wants to
retain at all times to cover emergency needs
3 - Time at which the user wants to reuse his charged
vehicle.

h. Street lighting

Managing the street lighting system can also help further
reduce the energy use, but these additional savings decrease
if the lighting technology is more efficient:
• By slaving lighting to the presence of people or vehicles in
the street or lighted area
• By varying the lighting intensity depending on the time of
night
• By switching off certain lights in the middle of the night
• Slaving the switching on and off of street lighting to a astronomical clock which automatically gives the time of sunrise
and sunset.
Furthermore, a badly sized street lighting system is also a
source of lighting pollution that affects many towns at the
moment. Therefore, in order to combine safety and energy
performance a paragraph could be devoted to lighting pollution during sizing, safety and security studies for street
lighting.
Public lighting challenges in reducing the peak load
In terms of peak shaving, the single most important measure
that can be taken is to reduce lighting intensity. Such measures need certain lighting technology and must be
modulated depending on the type of location (residential and
shopping area or industrial area, level of insecurity, density of
pedestrian or motorised traffic.
The current state of public lighting technology
and its management
All the major manufacturers of street lighting systems now have
services for detailed management of their systems.

Street lighting is a very energy intensive application which
today represents on average 40% of towns' electricity bills,
accounting for an average consumption of between 80 and
100 kW/hab/year.
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Recommendation
Given that each light can now be remote-controlled,
the street lighting system links the public urban area
to a natural and complete communication network.

It is pertinent to use this network as a backup for other
municipal services for residents. We recommend that
the gateways are open access and can support other
applications.

Monitoring
Luminosity

Traffic
sensors

Access Point

Concentrator

Points to include in the specifications

The communication system and the control-management

It must be possible to regulate and vary the light
intensity of the lighting technology chosen. This
presupposes choosing lamp technology which is
adapted to the use of electronic ballasts.

open access and capable of carrying other services to
residents.

The management system for street lighting will make
provisions for individual lamp orders, remote regulation
of light intensity, hourly lighting planning according to
predefined plans depending on the characteristics of
each location.
While these features are not within the bounds of the
current street lighting system in Nice, the future system
should be able to easily interface with the current
system.
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Communication network
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It would be worthwhile studying security and safety in
the district to define the minimum lighting conditions
compliant with current regulation which can be
provided in the district.

i. Integrating decentralised generation
The challenges of this application and its management
In this charter, we have already discussed the different arguments for decentralised energy sources in the district:

• Development of power generation from green sources and
therefore, in many cases, a reduction in CO2 emissions

j. Managing reactive energy
The challenges of this application and its management

• The possibility of locally reducing the gap between power
demand and grid supply for reducing the district's vulnerability and downsizing the microgrid supplying it.
We have set the no longer really futurist goal of a positive
energy district.
The management challenges for this decentralised generation
are twofold:
• The local generator should be able to monitor its output in
order to constantly improve efficiency
• The district's grid operator should be able to refine its generation forecasts from decentralised sources, managing the
shortfall between actual and predicted generation in real
time and managing injections from decentralised sources
into the grid.

The power supplied to buildings is made up of real and reactive power.
The real portion provides the power required for the main
uses or is transformed into heat (losses), while the reactive
portion is mainly used to supply the magnetic circuits of electrical machines.
Only the energy intake of the real power portion is useful. The
aim of reactive power compensation is to reduce the current
extracted from the grid. Indeed the demand for reactive
power on the distribution network is higher than consumption, therefore the total power requirements, via certain
sensors is high.
Reactive loads create overloads on the transformers and
overheat the power cables, as well as additional losses and
significant voltage drops.

Current state of decentralised production technology
Systems for managing decentralised generation exist even in
they are not currently very widespread.
The district's monitoring and control platform will need to
interface in real time with decentralised generation systems.
Points to include in the specifications
Each decentralised production unit must be able to be
remotely monitored and controlled. It must comply with
the specifications for the architecture of the solutions
described in the chapter devoted to managing the data,
safety and security standards, etc…
Each unit should provide generation data as well as
information on parameters which might impact its
future generation output (e.g. for PV panels, the
luminosity and panel temperature, etc).
Each unit must also provide data on its operational
state in order to facilitate preventive system
maintenance and provide the best possible system
continuity.

The capacitor batteries responsible for compensating reactive
power therefore provides considerable savings in service sector buildings where reactive power use is generally invoiced.
By measuring the value of the power factor at the connection
point of each building, we can decide to "trigger" more or
fewer capacitor batteries.
Adapting reactive power compensation in real time to the
changes in load avoids returning the reactive power to the
supplier's network and dangerous overloads on some circuits
like lighting.
This solution is interesting for the quality of power supply in
an eco-district in the Plaine du Var which is especially important because there could be very large load variations during
peak periods and therefore disruption on the grid.
Current state of reactive energy technology
The solutions for managing reactive power have been developed for many years for the industrial sector, and are
therefore available and mature.
Points to include in the specifications
Subject to the financial validation in phase 2 of
developing this charter, it is highly recommended to
compensate for reactive power in buildings which
require it, by dynamic systems which can be monitored.
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Conclusion
This charter provides an initial approach to solutions which we recommend deploying to
transform an eco-district in the Plaine de Var into a "Smart Grid Ready" district.
Industry has been actively involved in drawing it up.
Thanks to the charter's open development process, we have been able to exclude solutions which, while available on the market, would not be profitable in the Plaine du Var
eco-district.
The sketch of a "Smart Grid Ready" district made in this document is technically credible
and consistent. For these initial recommendations to be deployed, we now need to:
• Validate the organisation for power management in the district by defining in more detail
the roles and business models for the district's power management and for the decentralised generator by placing them in the overall context of managing the town
• Validate the financial, ecological (carbon footprint, CO2 emissions) and energy viability
of each recommended application
• Validate the overall profitability of solutions, notably for the different investors.
The charter will then have sufficiently solid foundations to become a reference document
for a large number of developers and local authorities, starting with those in the Plaine du
Var.
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Appendix 1:
Overall European regulatory
context for Smart Grids
a. With respect to Smart Grids
The decision 1982/2006/EC of 18 December 2006
(7th Research framework programme)
Appendix 1 of the decision of 18 December 2006, concerning the European Community's seventh framework
programme for research, technological development and
demonstration presents nine activities in the energy field,
including: "Intelligent energy networks - Research, development and demonstration of ways to increase efficiency,
security, reliability and quality of European electricity and gas
networks, notably in the context of a more integrated European market, for example by transforming current electricity
networks into an interactive service network (customers/providers), by developing energy storage options and by
removing barriers to large scale deployment and the effective
integration of distributed and renewable energy sources".

nance and improvement of efficient and reliable networks, a
core requirement for any modern society as well as for the
security of energy supply in the EU, will require substantial
investments in smart meters and networks in order to
manage energy sources which vary in space and time".
The directive 2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009
(renewable energies )
Article 16 of the directive of 23 April 2009, concerning the
promotion and use of energy generated from renewable
sources, provides that "Member states taking the appropriate measures to develop transmission and distribution
network infrastructure, intelligent networks, storage facilities
and the electricity system management is as it accommodates the further development of electricity production
from renewable energy sources, including interconnection
between Member States and between Member States and
third countries. […]".

The communication of 29 October 2009 ("Électra")
The directive 2009/72/CE of 13 July 2009 (electricity)
The communication of 29 October 2009 "Électra", for an
industry of competitive and sustainable power construction,
noted that the "renewable energy sources should increasingly
be considered as substitution solutions to fossil fuel. Their rise
could be beneficial to electricity construction and have an
impact on network stability, but would require the large scale
development of dynamic energy storage systems. The directive for promoting the use of energy from renewable sources
should facilitate a faster market uptake of the technologies in
question."
It also notes that "power grids in the EU must be modernised
to adapt to the use of decentralised energy sources and,
more generally, to improve energy efficiency. The mainte-

Article 3 of the directive of 13 July 2009, concerning the common rules for the interior electricity market, provides that "In
order to promote energy efficiency, Member States or, where
a Member State has so provided, the regulatory authority
shall strongly recommend that electricity undertakings optimise the use of electricity, for example by providing energy
management services, developing innovative pricing formulas, or introducing intelligent metering systems or smart grids,
where appropriate."
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The communication of 12 April 2011 (smart grids)
This communication of 12 April 2011, on smart grids: from
innovation to deployment, present measures to implement for
the development of smart grids across Europe. With the aim
of speeding up and standardising the deployment of smart
grids, the European Commission proposes concentrating on
the following measures
• developing technical standards via European Standardisation bodies: CEN, CENELEC and ETSI
• guaranteeing data protection to consumers through the
standardisation of national and European statutory legislation, notably by enforcing the standards
• putting in place a statutory framework which encourages
the deployment of smart grids at European, national and
regional levels
• guaranteeing the deregulation and competition of the retail
market in the interests of end users by adapting the
demand and the electricity tariff depending on the time
period
• provide a constant support to innovation for technologies
and systems, including as part of the initiative "Smart cities
and communities".
The directive 2012/27/EU of 25 October 2012
(energy efficiency)
Recital 45 of the directive of 25 October 2012, concerning
energy efficiency, provides that "Demand response can be
based on final customers’ responses to price signals or on
building automation. Conditions for, and access to, demand
response should be improved, including for small final consumers. Taking into account the continuing deployment of smart
grids, Member States should therefore ensure that national
energy regulatory authorities are able to ensure that network
tariffs and regulations incentivise improvements in energy efficiency and support dynamic pricing for demand response
measures by final customers. […]".
Article 15 of the same directive, provides that "Member
States shall in particular ensure that national energy regulatory authorities, through the development of network tariffs
and regulations, within the framework of Directive
2009/72/EC and taking into account the costs and benefits
of each measure, provide incentives for grid operators to
make available system services to network users permitting
them to implement energy efficiency improvement measures
in the context of the continuing deployment of smart grids."
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b. With respect to metering
developments
The directive 2004/22/CE of 31 March 2004 (MID)
The directive of 31 March 2004, on measuring instruments,
sets the main standards which meters must comply with to
be used in Europe. It is worth noting that this directive deals
not only with meters for real power but also for gas, water or
thermal energy.
This directive standardises the metrological part of meters,
but also allows for "functions other than measuring, [if] the
software which is essential for the metrological characteristics
[is] identifiable and [is not] unacceptably influenced by the
software for" these other functions (see. appendix I chapter
7.6 second paragraph).
The directive 2006/32/EC of 5 April 2006
(energy efficiency)
Article 13 of the directive of 5 April 2006, concerning energy
efficiency in end uses and energy services, provides that: "1.
Member States shall ensure that, in so far as it is technically
possible, financially reasonable and proportionate in relation
to the potential energy savings, final customers for electricity,
natural gas, district heating and/or cooling and domestic hot
water are provided with competitively priced individual meters
that accurately reflect the final customer's actual energy
consumption and that provide information on actual time of
use."
[…] When a new connection is made in a new building or a
building undergoes major renovations, […], such competitively priced individual meters shall always be provided. .
2. Member States shall ensure that, where appropriate, billing
performed by energy distributors, distribution system operators and retail energy sales companies is based on actual
energy consumption, and is presented in clear and understandable terms. Appropriate information shall be made
available with the bill to provide final customers with a comprehensive account of current energy costs. Billing on the
basis of actual consumption shall be performed frequently
enough to enable customers to regulate their own energy
consumption."
3. Member States shall ensure that, where appropriate, the
following information is made available to final customers in
clear and understandable terms by energy distributors, distribution system operators or retail energy sales companies
in or with their bills, contracts, transactions, and/or receipts
at distribution stations: […] comparisons of the final customer's current energy consumption with consumption for the
same period in the previous year, preferably in graphic form
[…] “.

The directive 2009/72/CE of 13 July 2009 (electricity)
Paragraph 11 of Article 3 of the directive of 13 July
Article 3 of the directive of 13 July 2009, concerning the common rules for the interior electricity market, provides that " In
order to promote energy efficiency, Member States or, where
a Member State has so provided, the regulatory authority
shall strongly recommend that electricity undertakings optimise the use of electricity, for example by providing energy
management services, developing innovative pricing formulas, or introducing intelligent metering systems or smart grids,
where appropriate."
Furthermore, paragraph 2 of Appendix 1 of the directive provides that" Member States shall ensure the implementation
of intelligent metering systems that shall assist the active participation of consumers in the electricity supply market. The
implementation of those metering systems may be subject to
an economic assessment of all the long-term costs and
benefits to the market and the individual consumer

or which form of intelligent metering is economically reasonable and cost-effective and which timeframe is feasible for their
distribution.
Such assessment shall take place by 3 September 2012.
Subject to that assessment, Member States or any competent authority they designate shall prepare a timetable with a
target of up to 10 years for the implementation of intelligent
metering systems. Where roll-out of smart meters is assessed
positively, at least 80 % of consumers shall be equipped with
intelligent metering systems by 2020.
The Member States, or any competent authority they designate, shall ensure the interoperability of those metering
systems to be implemented within their territories and shall
have due regard to the use of appropriate standards and best
practice and the importance of the development of the internal market in electricity.
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Appendix 2 :
Overall French regulatory
context for Smart Grids
a. With respect to Smart Grids
The law n° 2009-967 of 2 August 2009 ("Law Grenelle I")
Article 19 of the law of 3 August 2009 of the programme
concerning the implementation of the "Grenelle de L'Environnement" (environment stakeholder consensus building
process), provides that "plans shall be made to adapt the
transmission and distribution networks to cope with the new
power generation capacities from renewable sources […]".
Article 56 also stipulates that "the aim [of the State's policy]
for overseas départements [counties] will furthermore follow
the following guidelines: […] develop energy storage and grid
management technologies to increase the share of generation from intermittent renewable energies in order to achieve
energy self sufficiency for overseas local authorities […]".
The Law n° 2010-1488 of 7 December 2010
("the NOME law")
While the Law of 7 December 20120 concerning the new
organisation of the electricity market, doesn't explicitly mention Smart Grids, it introduces several provisions where Smart
Grids might be developed:
• The obligation for energy providers to have demand response capabilities especially during peak periods. Article 6:
" […] Each electricity provider must have direct or indirect
guarantees of demand response capabilities for consumption and generation output which can be implemented to
balance generation and demand in the French mainland,
notably when the energy use of all end users is at its highest
[…] ". This framework makes it possible to reward the services provided by Smart Grids (demand response
mechanisms during peak periods for example)
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• the possibility of setting regulated tariffs for electricity in
order to incentivise end users to reduce their consumption
during peak periods Article 1: " […] The structure and level [of
regulated electricity tariffs] excluding VAT can be set so as to
incentivise the end user to reduce their consumption during
peak periods when demand is at the highest level […] "
• end users will have free access to data and energy
consumption statements. Article 18: "[…] The end user will
have free access to his energy consumption data […] ».
Decree n° 2012-1405 of 14 December 2012
(capacity mechanism)
The Decree n° 2012-1405 of 14 December 2012 concerning
service providers' contribution to electricity security of supply
sets the application conditions of L.335-1 to L. 335-8 of the
NOME law, concerning the plan for the capacity mechanism.
This decree fixes the definition of peak load periods of electricity and the framework in which the capacity mechanism
will develop: definitions of a capacity, the resulting obligations,
the certification of its operator, its guarantee, rules for
exchange - sale as well as the management of capacity registers.
Article 7b of the draft law of François Brottes aims
at preparing the transition to a sober energy system
registered by the Presidency of the Senate on
18.01.13
This article specifies The contribution of demand response
providers to the objectives of the energy policy.

b. With respect to metering developments

La loi n° 2010 788 du 12 juillet 2010 (« loi Grenelle II »)

Decrees n° 2001 387 of 3 May 2001 and n° 2006 447
of 12 April 2006

Article 79 of the Law of 12 July 2010, concerning the national
environmental commitment, provides that in order to reduce
energy consumption and restrict the sources of substantial
harmful substances on human health and the environment,
the State Council's decrees can also "Require providers of
electricity, natural gas and heat to periodically provide information to domestic end users on their energy consumption
together with comparisons and advice on this consumption
and a financial assessment of any potential savings.

The decree of 3 May 2011, concerning the management of
measuring instruments, and the decree of 12 April 2006,
concerning the market introduction and implementation of
some measuring instruments, as well as their application
order of 28 April 2006 transposing into French law the directive of 31 March 2004. This order states in paragraph 7.6 of
its Appendix 1, the capacity required to implement "functions
other than measuring, [if] the software which is essential for
the metrological characteristics [is] identifiable and [is not]
unacceptably influenced by the software for" these other
functions .
The energy code
Article L. 341-4 of the energy code provides that operators of
public transmission and distribution power networks implement the measures allowing service providers to offer their
customers different prices depending on the periods of year
or day and encouraging network users to restrict their energy
use during periods when the load of all users is at its highest
level.
Article L. 322-8 provides that "a distribution network operator
[…] is notably responsible […] for carrying out metering for
users connected to its network, especially supplying, installing
and metrological monitoring, maintenance, and replacing
metering devices and handling data management and any
tasks associated with all of these activities.
The Law n° 2009-967 of 2 August 2009
("Law Grenelle I")
Article 18 of the Law of 3 August 2009 of programming,
concerning the implementation of the Grenelle de l’environnement, provides that the "objectives of energy efficiency and
sobriety demand the implementation of balancing and
demand response mechanisms to manage peak loads. The
implementation of these mechanisms will in particular include
the installation of smart meters for end users […]. This also
implies the widespread use of smart meters so that building
occupants can better understand their energy use in real time
and therefore manage it".

Decree n° 2006 1731 of 23 December 2006
Paragraphs IV and V of article 20 of the specifications enclosed in the appendix of the decree of 23 December 2006 in
Article 13 of the law of 10 February 2000 provides that RTE
"provides and is the owner of the meters with the exception
of the case where a user requests to become the owner at
his charge . It "is responsible for the installation, maintenance
and renewal of the meters which it owns. In all cases, the
licensee is responsible for the calibration, programming, reading and management of all the meters as well as invoicing
grid access.
Decree n° 2010 1022 of 31 August 2010
This decree of 31 August 2010, concerning the metering
devices for public power grids, transposing paragraph IV of
article 4 of the law of 10 February 2000 is, as the Minister's
cabinet pointed out (information note of 15 September 2010),
"organisational" and will not decide at this stage the widespread replacement of existing meters, but will simply define
the different steps of this project, but specifying the role of the
different stakeholders. It therefore provides for the following
sequences:
• a technical experiment which shall be extended, at least
until 31 March 2011
• an assessment of the experiment by the CRE
• if the result is conclusive (and only in this case), the Government shall decide whether it roll it out.
The order of 4 January 2012
This order of 4 January 2012, concerning metering devices
for the public power grids, which transposes the decree n°
2010 1022, describes the expected features for the meters
according to the connection power and voltage of the installation. It is compliant with the CRE's proposal of 10
November 2012.
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Appendix 3 :
Detailed presentation
of the RT2012 regulation
(Source: www.legrenelle-environnement.gouv.fr)

The Thermal Regulation 2012 (RT2012) has the aim, like all
previous thermal regulations, to restrict energy use in new
buildings whether they are residential or intended for any
other use (service sector).
The aim of this Thermal Regulation is defined by the law
which implements the Grenelle de l’Environnement. This aim
makes use of the energy performance level defined by the
BBC-Effinergie label (low energy buildings).
The current thermal regulation shall therefore be strengthened
so that all new buildings have at least a primary energy
consumption (before transportation and transmission) of less
than 50 kWh/m²/year compared to around 150 kWh/m²/year
with the RT2005.

a. Understanding the thermal regulation
2012
Application dates of the RT 2012
The Thermal Regulation 2012 (formerly RT2010*)
applies to:
• Homes (individual houses, blocks of flats, hostels for young
workers and university campuses) located in am ANRU
area: 28 October 2011
• For offices, educational buildings and nurseries and playgroups: 28 October 2011
• For other residential buildings located within 500 metres of
an ANRU area: 1st March 2012.
For residential buildings located outside of urban development areas: 1st January 2013.
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b. The main principles
No change:
• There will be two types of requirements: overall performance requirements (energy consumption and cooling in
summer) and minimum resource requirements
• RT 2012 is still structured around the five energy uses: heating, air conditioning, domestic hot water production,
lighting an auxiliaries (ventilation, pumps, etc).
What has changed:
• The overall energy performance requirements shall be only
expressed in absolute consumption values for more clarity:
the average very high performance required, at 50
kWh/m²/year (and no longer in relative value compared to
the recalculated reference consumption based on the project)
• A minimal building energy efficiency requirement for heating,
cooling and artificial lighting has been introduced. This
requirement will take account of the thermal insulation and
will enable the development of bioclimatic building design
• The minimum requirements have been removed, as they no
longer have a place in the new technical framework set
• The introduction of new minimum requirements reflects the
strong government will: obligation to use renewable energies, obligation to treat thermal bridges (heat losses),
obligation to treat the permeability of the air in new homes,
etc.
These changes and more stringent requirements set by
the Thermal Regulation 2012 will in general help to
achieve the targets set by the Grenelle de l'environnement.

c. A closer look

the specific difficulties such as in certain service industries
(e.g., airports, etc).

The drafting of the Thermal Regulation
Technical issues: the RT 2012 requirements
Since September 2008, the Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development, Transport and Housing (MEDDTL) has been
engaged in drafting work for the RT 2012 which is organised
as follows:
• 12 working groups per theme which each have the aim of
proposing new statutory requirements in their field of expertise (20 to 25 industry representatives per WG)
• A scientific committee which coordinates the work of the
different working groups and analysis the proposal summaries
• Guidelines and a progress report on the work of the groups
presented by MEDDTL during consultative conferences
(120 building industry representatives and five Grenelle
governance 'colleges' or committees) Four conferences
have already been held: in September 2008, March 2009,
September 2009 and December 2009
• Ad hoc working groups and bilateral meetings with representatives of different sectors to handle

The Thermal Regulation 2012 is based on three coefficients:
• The Bioclimatic requirement (BBio)
• Energy Consumption (C)
• and the Indoor Temperature Setpoint (Tic).
In simple terms, the BBio coefficient corresponds to losses
(natural losses and user needs) less the free intake (human
heat, sun, etc), the coefficient C corresponds to the requirements for equipment efficiency and Tic at the maximum
temperature reached during a period of intense heat.
The coefficients BBio , C and Tic will be calculated with a
software tool to be provided by the CSTB and which is currently being developed.
In order to be compliant to the future RT 2012, a new building
must comply with three overall requirements

Energy efficiency requirement of
a Bbiomax building :

Cepmax energy consumption
requirement:

> Simultaneously restrict the energy needs
for the building components (heating,
cooling, lighting)

> Maximum average consumption of
50 kWhpe/m2year 5 uses included: heating,
hot water, cooling, lighting, auxiliaries

Equipment characteristics
Climate data Building

Characteristics Use

Requirements

Bbio

C

Consumption

Max temperature

Scenarios

Tic
Requirement for cool environment
in summer Tic:
> Indoor temperature reached during a
sequence of 5 hot days at less than 26C°
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1. MINIMUM ENERGY EFFICIENCY REQUIREMENT
FOR A BBIOMAX BUILDING: This requirement consists to
define a level of energy need for the building envelop related
energy consumption: heat, cooling, lighting).
2. MAXIMUM CONSUMPTION REQUIREMENT CEPMAX: Maximum primary energy consumption requirement at
50 kWhpe/m2/year on average; 5 uses included: heating,
domestic hot water production, cooling, lighting, auxiliaries
(ventilation, pumps).
3. REQUIREMENT FOR COOL ENVIRONMENT IN SUMMER - TIC: Requirement for the indoor temperature reached
during a sequence of 5 days les then a reference temperature.

A few resource requirements:
• The use of renewable energies for individual houses.
• Treating thermal bridges
• Testing for airtightness (the Blower door test)
• Minimal surface area of bay windows (1/6 of the wall area)
• Measure of estimation of energy consumption per use
• Inclusion of local power production in housing (Cepmax +
12 kWhpe/m²/year).
THE TABLE BELOW REPRESENTS THE (ENERGY USE)
REQUIREMENTS STIPULATED FOR THE RT2012 COMPARED TO THE RT2005 REQUIREMENTS IN HOUSING

RT 2005 (Cmax in homes)
Climate regions
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RT 2012

Heating by fossil fuels

Electric heating
(including heat pumps)

H1

130

250

H2

110

190

H3

80

130
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Average value

50

This average value, expressed in kWhpe/m²/year, should be
modulated based on the geographic location, characteristics,
use and greenhouse gas emissions of the buildings.
Cepmax modulations
Use (building category)
• Climate region (example opposite for individual housing, in
kWh/m²/an)
• Altitude
• Average floor area of homes
• Wood and district heating networks
In practice, design, certifications and innovations
Logically, the RT 2011 will lead to enhanced performance
for energy products and equipment as well as equipment
to increase the use of renewable energies.
To design a building with a very high energy performance,
architects and engineering firms need to work together at the
first stages of the design process. Indeed it is very difficult or
even normally impossible to reach 50 kWhpe/m²/year when
the building has been designed without considering the
energy performance factor. RT 2012 will therefore lead to the
standardisation of these new guidelines in organising a
construction project The future minimum energy efficiency
requirement for designing a building, as set by the RT 2012,
will give substance to this requirement for cooperation between the architect and the thermal engineering firm. The role
of the engineering firms should therefore be to intervene
much earlier in the design of a building than is actually the
case.

Results are checked with the Th-BCE 2012 calculation
method:
• It will allow all the bioclimatic data to be included
• It will consider the most widespread systems on the market
The calculation method will then be tested by statutory software (validated by the government) These software tools will
produce the project data and show whether it is compliant
with the Thermal Regulation These software tools are not
CAD tools but simply verification tools.
The mechanism for Chapter V for innovations
The mechanism for Chapter V will remain and will work in a
similar manner as the RT2005 It concerns:
• Architectural specifics and techniques in construction projects when the Th-BCE 2012 calculation method is not
adapted
• Innovating and efficient systems (which are then integrated
into the calculation method).
It is planned to speed up the Chapter V procedure (expertise,
integration of the calculation method, etc) in order to cope
with the many innovations which the RT 2012 will provoke.
An order will be issued at the end of the year specifying the
submission formalities of a Chapter V for the new Thermal
Regulations.

Compliance certificates for RT 2012
• Attestation by the contracting owner on the submission of
planning request that a feasibility study for energy supply
has been performed and that the thermal regulation has
been taken into consideration 18/05/11).
• Attestation by the contracting owner on completion of the
works that the building contractor has factored in the thermal regulation. The attestation is produced by a technical
inspector, an assessor, a certification body or an architect
(decree of 18/05/11).
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Notes
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